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Junior Miss competition
Planned For December 9
The Fulton Jaycees will again
make it possible for some local
young lady to compete in the state-
wide Junior Miss Pageant J., be
Beid in February. The annual
Oolepetition will be staged at the
WOWS'S Club building on Thurs-
day, December 9 at eight p. m.
Ray Williams, who has made
quite a reputation for himself as a
master of ceremonies will emcee
the event. Tickets are now on sale
at $1.90 for adults and fifty cents
for children.
Many local firms are sponsoring
young ladies to compete for the
new title of Junior Miss that is now
held by Miss Marie Ruddle, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Newton Rud-
dle. They are:
Laura Elizabeth Hefley, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. E. R. liefley,
sponsored by Coca-Cola Bottling
Company;
Letha Nell Exum, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Exum, spon-
sored by City Drug Company;
Faye Harwood, daughter of Dean
Harwood, sponsored by Dari-
Cream Sandwich Shop;
Donna Gossum, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Will Ed Gossum, spon-
sored by the Fulton Bank;
Lynn Dallas, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. T. H. Dallas, sponsored
by Johnson's Insurance Agency;
Cheryl Underwood, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Underwood,
sponsored by Pepsi-Cola Bottling
Company;
Carreen Harrison, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl W. Harrison,
sponsored by E. W. James and
Sons Supermarket;
Betty Beadles, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Beadles, sponsor-
ed by Kasnow's;
&tide Williams, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Glenn D. Williams, spon-
sored by City National Bank.
Rehearsal will be held Friday
morning at nine o'clock at the
Woman's Club and all contestants
are requested to be present.
Civil Defense 200-Bed Emergency
Hospital Arrives At Wafer Valley
A 200-bed mobile emergency dis-
aster field hospital arrived Wed-
nesday at Water Valley Kentucky
and has been stored at the Water
Valley Community center.
The unit, complete with supplies,
oxygen, electrical generating
equipment for lighting and other
necessities, is for emergency use
anywhere in this area, supervising
officials stressed. U put to use in
this area, it would probably be
staffed with Fulton doctors. The
following pictures were made Wed-
nesday by a News photographer as
the hospital equipment was being
unloaded and stored under super-
vision of the Mayfield-Graves
County Civil Defense Unit, under
whose care it will be maintained in
a constant state of readiness:
TONS AND TONS OF SUPPLIES: Byron Simpson (left) training officer
of the Health Dept mobilization office, Frankfort, points out one of the
boxes of packaged emergency supplies to- Jack Erwin, civil defense di-
rector of the Mayfield-Craves County civil defense unit and head of the
CD rescue squad, as Carlene Boyd, Secretary of the Mayfield-Graves
County CD unit, looks en.
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Lexington, KY
tnlversity of Kentucky
LIONS
Number 47
Lynn Williamson
New President
Of Fraternity
Lynn Williamson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. T. R.- Williamson, Route 4.
has recently been elected president
of the University of Kentucky
Chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha
Fraternity. Having served as vice
president of the local chapter, Lynn
succeeds Dave Kirk of Owensboro.
Lynn, a junior pre-law major, is
a graduate of Fulton High School
where he was salutorian of the
1963 class.
The Lambda Chi Alpha Frater-
nity, founded in 1930, is one of the
—
Lynn Williamson
largest of all fraterniites with 160
chapters all over America and
maintains the highest scholastic
average of any fraternity. Epsilon-
Phi Zeta, which has been a chap-
ter at the University since 1930,
has its home At 419 Huguelet Drive
on Fraternity Row in Lexington.
Other officers are vice president
Kent Hicks, Hazard; secretary —
Jerry Clancy, Lexington; treasurer
—Dan Threlkel, Louisville; rush
chairstan—Dean Deism, Middle-
town. Ohio, . and Lae Forest, Illi-
nois; pledge trainer—Kim Kearby,
Hickman; ritualist—Rick Tarrant,
Owensboro; and social chairman—
Ron Nelson, Henderson.
Local Stores
Show Fashions
 For Auxiliary
20 COTS READY POR INSTANT USE: L.."). Boyd beff), one of the
custodians of the hospital, and Gene Tibbs (right) member of the May-
field
-Graves County CD rescue squad examine the 2110 brand-new cots
provided for mobile hospital beds.
COMPLETE WITH OWN ELECYRICAL SYSTEM: The emergency hos-
pital at Water Valley comes equipped with two high-powered gasoline-
engine electrical generators, shown here in their crates. Training of-
ficer Byron Simpson (confer) removed the inspection door so that Ruble
Certor (left), assistant custodian, Water Valley, and (right) Arthur
Rose, Water \WHY electrician, could take • peek inside. Generators
are..capelde of handling hospital's complete electrical needs.
( Another Photo on Page 4)
The Fulton County Medical Aux-
iliary will have its annual lunch-
eon-style show on
-December 2,
1965 at 12:30 P. M. at the Derby
Restaurant. This event is held an-
nually for the Auxiliary's Scholar-
ship Fund.
Stores praticipating this year
are Elizabeth's, Clarice Shop,
Grisham's Men's Wear, Tiny Tog-
gery, Jack and Jill, Weaks, K.
Homra, Dotty Shop, Leader Store.
and Kasnow's.
The tables will be decorated in
Christmas designs by Ann and
Billy's Flowerland, Scott's Floral
Shop, Mac and Fay and Joy Lynn.
Music will be furnished by Mrs.
L. C. Logan.
Tickets may be purchased from
any Auxiliary member or from
Mrs. R. W. Bushart.
•Jottings
From
J o' s
Note book
(Success Comes To Fulton Band, So Does
Problem Of More Instruments, Uniforms
There's a story at the bottom of
this page today, recounting the
early history of Fu*n, wherein I
do some serious Aidering as to
why the city has net grown in
population at all in more than 52
years. Surely nobody can accuse
this modern day aeration of a
lack of interest in te community,
because almost, n ly everybody
who cares about se twin
uty for 
cities
-worts beyond thi. of
civic development, industry and
modernization.
On Wednesday I came to a curb-
stone conclusion that the main rea-
son there are fabulously
wealthy families rd businesses
around these parts tis because the
majority of the peoeae are too busy
trying to make life more pleasant
for the less fortunate residents of
this community.  One thing is for
, sure, if anybody ,had a lot of
money, they wouldn't keep it very
long, for the spirit of. Christmas
prevails around here 365 days a
year.
-11
This town has het . . . a great
big, warm, soft andTgenerous heart
that: responds to every worthwhile
appeal ever made known to the
people. It matters not the creed
or color. if anybody needs help,
financial and moral, there are
more hands extended than you can
reach.
Take a look at this week's paper.
The 53 jam-packed gift boxes to
servicemen in VietLNam have by
now reached theirr d77 
had but to 
o
veteran, Charles
etrop a ward here Ahere alsoui
the project and awes it went, as
the pictures taken by South Ful-
ton City Managefitenry Dunn in-
dicate in this week's issue.. People
in all walks of life, pitched in and
helped, and as far as we know
not one dime was actually solicit-
ed.
Then there's the wonderful,
heart-warming incident of eight-
year old Jimmy Lawson, whose
hospital bills have soared into the
thousands as a result of several
brain operations. Mrs. Ned Wal-
drop made the situation known by
just a few remarks and without
asking a living soul, some $1300
has been generously donated to the
Lawson fund. A coffee was held
Wednesday and more thah $300
was collected to say nothing of all
the goodies that were cooked up to
be sold.
You rarely hear of Fulton falling
far behind in any annual drive for
Scouts, Red Cross, Cancer, Heart,
March of Dimes, Elks, bands,
sports equipment and the like. It's
simply uncanny. The spirit of gen-
erosity is contagious. I know of a
private solicitation, absolutely
voluntary, now in progress, to help
(Continued on Page Right)
Fulton' High School's Band is having growing
pains. Having "grown" to a prize-winning contender, it
is also growing in popularity, with.twelve new members
signing up, bringing the "population" to fifty-three
members.
The population growth necessi-
tates an increase in the number of
uniforms needed for the new band
members, to say nothing of the
fact that the larger population has
created a necessity for an increase
in the number of band instruments.
Indeed, the "growing explosion"
in the Fulton High School Band is
showing healthy signs in every de-
partment but the treasury . . .
there the situation is one of financi-
al shrinkage, which poses a pro-
blem serious enough to "stunt"
Elks Charity Dinner To
Aid Needy At Christmas
The Fulton Elks Club, whose
charity and benevolence all through
the year is a vital part of the or-
ganization's program, goes even
further during the holiday season.
For many years the generous
donors to tne annual Christmas
basket fund, the local lodge is re-
peating its highly successful chari-
ty benefit dinner staged last year
to bring much needed funds into
the treasury to bring Christmas
cheer to the needy of the twin
cities.
The event will be held this year
on Friday, December 2 at the Park
Terrace Restaurant. Dr. William
H. Baker, head of the Business
Administration department of the
University of Tennessee, Martin
Branch, will be the after dinner
speaker. John Reed, Fulton's tal-
ented pianist and organist will ad
to the event in a special program
of musical entertainment.
Net proceeds from the seal of
dinner tickets at $5.00 each will be
used to buy warm, new clothing
for the needy children of the area.
The tickets may be obtained from
any member of the Elks Club.
Charles Schrader, an active civic
leader, is the exalted ruler of the
Fulton Lodge No. 1142.
The dinner was largely attended
last year and Exalter Ruler
Schrader is asking for the same
loyal support to the organization
this year as in the past.
the growth of the promising futur
of some hard-working and talentil
young people.
A letter from Mrs. Glynn Busher...
president of the Band Parents best
portrays the problem now facing
the local band. It is printed for
your consideration and action.
Here It is:
Dear Editor:
The Fulton Band Parents Club
met Monday night at the band
room.
Mrs. R. E. Hyland was elected
secretary following the resignation
of Billy Gilbert.
It was reported that five used
small instruments had been pur-
chased at a cost of S317.00.
The band will go to Union City's
Christmas Parade on December
2nd and the pop concert will be
held on February 5, 1966.
Band director Mandel Brown
stated that there are twelve new
members in the High School band
bringing the total- to- 53 and there
are.-6 new members in the silt),
grade band. There is a possibility
of more new members in the neat
future.
Although everyone is pleased to
have the band grow, it is causing
some problems. As the size in-
creases more large instruments
are needed as more bass sounds
will be required when the band
performs in competition. Even in
the past the lack of these sounds
h a s brought criticism from
judges. The cost of the needed in-
struments is approximately $2500.-
00. At the present, there is only
(Continued on Page Right)
THE PACKAGES WERE WRAPPED BY PEOPLE WHO CARED in hopes that the boys in Viet Nam
would know that the people
office last week Mayor of South Fulton Rex Ruddle, Bobby Rhodes and Mrs. Sonny Puck•ft put the gifts
In the boxes so that they would be safely delivered at their destination in Saigon. (Other Photos on Pate
Three and Eight)
at home were wishing them a Merry Christmas. At the Chamber of Commerce
Fifty Two Year Old Newspaper, Predicting Fulton's Growth
To City Of 25,000, Finds Population Same Now As In 1913
(First in a Series)
By Jo Westpholing
More than a half century ago, a
local editor, whose flowery rhetoric
was matched only by the evident
pride he had for his home-town of
Fulton, published a "sweet sixteen
anniversary edition" of his news-
paper.
Mrs. Helen McGee, the former
Helen Bennett, whose family was
prominently identified with the
early growth and development of
this area, brought a copy of the
paper into the News office and
since then we've lived in what
Editor Mott Ayres himself might
have called "an illustrious era of
our community's prosperity, im-
mortalizing the useful service and
splendid effort of our pioneer citi-
zens."
Ayres, bannered his special edi-
tion with "Opportunities in Fulton,
'the Future Great,' Unexcelled,"
but he failed to put the date of the
newspaper anywhere in the edition.
We estimated the time of the pub-
lication as April, 1913, for certain
financial affairs of the City of
Fulton were brought up to that
date.
To a fellow-editor, the edition is
a classic contribution to local his-
tory, for it chronicles not only the
vital statistics of an era, but by
enuendo gives character analyses
of those staunch individuals, whose
pioneering spirits might be shatter-
ed if they knew that "the future
great" city they predicted still has
a population of 7000 inhabitants,
fifty-two and one half years after
the prediction of greatness.
Ayres described Fulton as "the
city of brightest promise," pre-
dicting "a future of still greater
prosperity when she shall approxi-
mate the 25,000 mark in popula-
tion; when the air castles of yes-
teryear become the realities of no
distant day."
Many old time residents who
have flipped through the pages of
the brown and brittle edition with
us have reminisced of the past his-
tory as they recalled the challeng-
ing spirit of first one pioneer resi-
dent and then another.
Ther'newspaper has far more in-
terest to a newcomer of twenty
years, than it has to the descend-
ants of those first early business
and professional men, for it gives
the newcomer an opportunity to
ponder if a new generation lacks
the courage needed for success and
prosperity, or whether the early
settlers had more challenging op-
portunities for growth.
In the weeks to come we shall
publish various articles from the
"sweet sixteen edition" with the
hope that we may capture some of
the challenges laid down by our
forebears and fulfill their predic-
tion of a "great city of 25,000
souls."
Here's the first early history of
Fulton as recorded by Mott Ayres:
Fulton, "The Future Great," the
metropolis of Fulton County and
the city of brightest promise, is
situated at the crossing of the Illi-
nois Central main line and the
Louisville and Memphis branch of
the same system, in the midst of
as fertile a region as the United
States can boast with all the added
charm of a delightful and salubri-
ous climate and inhabited by a
peace loving, law abiding people,
largely descendants of the pioneer
builders who laid the foundations
for the proud Commonwealth of
Kentucky, and her fair sister state.
Tennessee. The many beautiful
homes, stately public edifiees,
modern business houses, well con-
structed and equipped mills and
factories attest the progress and
enterprise of the citizens. With a
population of more than 7,000
souls, Fulton, substantially budd-
ed, looks forward with confidence
to a future of still greater prosper-
ity when she shall have approxi-
mated the 25,000 mark in popula-
tion; when the air castles of yes-
teryear become the golden realities
of some no distant day. Command-
ingly situated to attract the eye of
the factory owner in search of a
site where labor troubles never in-
terrupt the wheels of industry, nor
obnoxious law, exist to hinder the
forward march of progress, Fulton,
with becoming pride, boasts of her
institutions, the high character of
her people, the enterprise and
prosperity evident on every hand
and extends an invitation to every
man desiring an ideal location for
the making of a home, where mor-
al influences are such as to pro-
mote the proper rearing of chil-
dren into useful and upright citi-
zens. There exists in the communi-
ty that spirit of civic pride and
moral atmosphere necessary to the
well being of a people.
In 1850 the land upon which Ful-
ton now stands was owned by
B. F. Carr, Dr. G. W. Paschall and
others. The decade immediately
preceding the Civil War saw the
country waking up to the need of
railroads and other great internal
Improvements. This section was
not the exception, for it was be-
tween the years IWO and the out-
break of the greatest struggle of
modern times that the survey was
made and the salmi Wit from
Louisville to els petit Itlass the
road was first bulk, sad for years
afterwards, it was holm as the
Paducah & R. R.
(Continued es Page Three)
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Thanksgiving Reminds Us That We Must Stop
Senseless Accidents That Take Many Lives
We in the United States of
America have much for which to be
thankful.
We are free to worship when,
where and whom we please in any
manner we so choose. •
We are free to praise those
around us, or to criticize if we deem
it proper.
We are free to come and go as
we please across this beautiful land
pf ours—and as we travel from the
plains to the mountains, the sea to the
desert, we can make friends with
whomever we like.
From the rich bounty of America
we have enough food to eat, land on
which to live, and opportunities
which will keep each of us as busy as
he, or she, chooses.
America is a healthy and happy
land whose people have the oppor-
tunity, as have had rio people before,
to live rich, full lives, pursuing their
individual dreams through education
and training.
The Commonwealth of Kentucky
is elpubly blest among the states of
this great nation—for she has a beau-
ty unsurpassed by mountain or plain
plus the agricultural and industrial
growth to provide for her residents.
We must ensure that each and
every Kentuckian has the chance to
utilize the vast opportunities of his
state. We must put an end to the
greatest killer in the Commonwealth!
This is the motor vehicle acci-
dent, which last Thanksgiving claim-
ed the lives of 11 persons. There were
911 traffic fatalities during 1964, a
record which we swore never to sur-
pass.
And yet, thus far this year, we
have killed more persons in senseless
accidents than we did in the same pe-
riod of time in 1964.
There is an answer! We must
drive safely, sanely, as if there were
a loved one in the approaching auto-
mobile.
Let's live to enjoy the bounty
and beauty of Kentucky. Make this a
happy Thanksgiving!
We Urge Thai Kentucky General Assembly Get
Educational TV Moving For State's Progress
Kentucky's General Assembly,
when it convenes in January, will
have before it a question of utmost
importance. Will the state have its
proposed education television net-
work off the ground and into the air
within the next two years?
Aside from the fact that 20 states
now have ETV networks in operation
or under construction, it seems to us
that ETV has so many plus values
that it has become almost impossible
to justify not using it.
How else can students at one
school benefit directly from the facul-
ty at another school?
How else can the most noted and
respected men of our time visit all
Kentucky classrooms for informal
discussions?
How else can children look
through a microscope in classrooms
that have none?
How can teachers keep up with
changes in curriculum such as "new
math?"
How else can the state provide
high school completion courses for
drop-outs?
How can the technologically un-
employed be re-trained?
How else can post-graduate edu-
cation in medicine, law, business,
and other professional skills be wide-
ly distributed?
And the list grows each day.
It must be emphasized that
ETV was not designed to replace
present, successful means of teach-
ing. Rather, ETV will allow the in-
structor more time for class projects
—more time to improve the use of
successful teaching methods.
In other words, ETV is regarded
as an audio-visual aid to the teacher.
The ultimate goal is to provide a
teaching tool that is exciting and re-
warding not only to teachers, but al-
so for those whom it was intended—
the students.
We believe that ETV is signifi-
cant in that eventually it will become
as much a necessity for teaching as
blackboards and chalk.
The proposed 11-station network,
which will cost less to build than the
new state office building planned for
Frankfort, is a program so significant
to educational growth and develop-
ment in Kentucky that it could put a
father in Governor Breathitt's
political hat. And the price tag, we
feel, is one he can afford.
Need For Reforestation
Cites Job Opportunities
A recent study indicates that
within the lifetime of this generation
America's wood requirements will
exceed the supply. There will be mar-
kets for all the wood that can be
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grown in the United States.
Part of this demand is due to the
ever-increasing population, along
with a wider variety of uses of wood.
Then too, more and more forest acre-
age is being taken out of production
by lakes, city expansion, and new
highways.
Since it takes about 20 years to
grow a tree to pulpw lod size and
three times this long to grow sawlogs,
providing for future wood needs de-
pends on how rapidly reforestation
progresses today.
Tree planting benefits include
watershed protection, erosion control,
wildlife food and cover, and most im-
portant of all, jobs and income. For
every thousand acres planted to
trees, a base for ten new full-timejobs is created.
Planting these acres means jobs
for both skilled and unskilled labor,
plus work for thousands of people
needed to service the families involv-
ed. This includes grocers, doctors,
service station operators, mechanics,
etc. And these same acres could mean
an average annual income of $15 an
acre for those who plant trees and
grow wood for the future.
You can play a part by under-
standing the need for reforestation.
Explain .it to others. Plant you own
idle land and encourage your friends,
neighbors, and relatives to do the
same.
. 
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"The difference between the five-dollar dinner and the
three-dollar dinner hi two dollars."
Newnan 23, 1945
Flans have been completed for
the opening of the new Fulton Bank
here next Tuesday, according to
James F. Damao, active vice-
president and cashier of the new
banking institution here. Mr. Dun-
can came here from the American
National Bank in Nashville. Per-
sonnel will include Miss Phyllis
Ringo, teller, and Miss Nell Nel-
son, bookkeeper. Officers are Ira
W. Little, chairman of the board;
Smith Atkins, president; James
Duncan, vice-president and cash-
ier; Maxwell McDade, Frank
Beadles, R. H. White and Gilson
Latta, members of the board.
Six Kentucky and two Tennessee
cities will enter clubs in the new
Kitty League, which was disbanded
June 19, 1142, for the duration of
the war and recorganized last
Sunday at :Ieyfield. They are: Ful-
ton, Mayfield, Union City, Bowling
Green, Owensboro, Hopkinsville,
Clarksville and Madisonville.
Community Thanksgiving ser-
vices were conducted yesterday at
the First Methodist Church. The
sermon was by Aaron C. Bennett.
Rev. Walter E. Mischke, who has
served here for two years, was re-
appointed pastor of the First
Methodist Church in Fulton, ap-
pointments being made last Sun-
day.
Miss Eloise King entertained at
her home south of town Monday
night with a rook party. Guests
were: Boil and Helen Coale,
Sarah Weeks and Marvin D=
Indiana. Cold drinks and cookies
were served.
From Dukedom: Mr. and Mrs.
Rupert Webb have returned here
from St. Louis to make their hone.
Mr. Webb has re-enlisted in the
Navy and will leave December Ht.
From Fulton, Route 3: Moder
Bennett has had another birthday.
He is one year older and much
heavier than last year at this time,
but avoirdupois and less energy go
with age. At his party were Kiss
Betty Hodges of Union City, Mrs.
Augusta Bennett, Mr. and Mrs.
Preston Bennett and Mr. and Mrs.
Hester Bennett.
From Fulton, Route 5: Mr. and
Mrs. Marion Milam left Saturday
for Blacksburg, Va., where be is
employed. Marion is home from
the Army with his onorable dis-
charge.
Gunn D. Finch spent much of the
last three weeks on his farm,
spreading lime and remodeling his
house. The foundation of cinder
blocks is laid and the building is
now ready for interior work.
From Crutchfield: Mrs. Etta
Wade sold her home here to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Madden on Tues-
day. She will move this week to
her son's farm near Fulton. J. W.
Noles has purchased the lot with
the coop factory from L. A. Wat-
kins and will build a house some
time later.
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of Kentucky Folklore
"Sam. Old Aches and Pains"
Recently I had the good fortune
to interview, for my folklore study,
two of my former students who are
now druggists, both graduates of
pharmacy. After we had gone over
a whole series of questions about
words, I discovered that there was
still a lot of unused tape that
should be filled. Both of my visi-
tors were in no hurry, and thus we
had a good time contrasting medi-
cines of other days and now.
Every generation has its pet di-
seases. In older times any undue
worry or nervousness was called
"the vapors." Now it is "allergy."
And, say many druggist friends,
there is more of it all the time.
People just love to take medicine
and receive treatments, especially
if it is something new or is known
by a new name. When I asked a-
bout bread pills, the old standby
for people who have nothing wrong
with them, I was told that place-
bos, the learned name for harm-
less pills, are always in demand.
That word means "I will please,"
and a bit of bicarbonate of soda
and some mint will not harm any-
one. The funniest thing, however,
is the belief that the color of a pill
is a sign of its being more or less
potent. Thus hundreds of colored
aspirin tablets are sold, with only
some vegetable dye added. But
customers swear by the green or
red or yellow ones and say that
the white ones give them all sorts
of digestive troubles. Innocent cap*
sules are the popular placebos
now.
Asthma—phthisic, if you like
what older people called and call
It—Is on the increase, in spite of
all the two dozen remedies that I
have collected. And asthma dogs
too, are getting more numerous.
Witness the "For sale" items in
our local paper, If you doubt my
word and that of my former stu-
dents.
Even in a drugstore the custom-
ers often declare how effective folk
remedies are and of course, were.
Good old smelly garlic still has de-
fenders; less smelly onions have
more friends than ever, if that is
possible Eating either one will
help ward off disease. Can disease
germs smell? Maybe so.
My good old friend gumbo-
whackum is still very much alive.
Not all drugstores have the "gum
guaiacum" that was corrupted in
name to the folk name given
above; but a good many remedies
utilize the same gum and even
keep part of the "guaiacum"
name. The druggist in a neighbor-
ing county seat town who gave me
a lump of guaiacum gum says he
has many requests for it locally
and even orders from ritzy drug-
stores in Louisville who have rural
or ex-rural customers who want
good old gumbo-whackum or gum-
bo-gwackum. As in the old religi-
ous folkish song:
"It was good for our fathers; it's
good enough for me."
Emetics, once a very big part of
medicine, are rarely heard of now,
but ipecac, the best of the lot, is
still on the shelves. If you have
swallowed something accidentally
or tried to commit suicide by tak-
ing some remnants of medicine
stored in the family clock, call for
some ipecac to relieve you and,
if necessary, allow your final de-
parture from this world to be a
little more orderly.
Malaria, once so common that
everybody had had third-day
chills, seems, in my area of the
state, a lost disease. And I hope
that it will remain that. I have too
many memories of chills and fever,
and lots of other old folks have
told me that they, too, cannot for-
get the agonies of long-ago sum-
mers, when just about everybody
had "agers."
Good old quinine is still here, of
course; but most people, especially
old people, buy it to relieve &amps
in the legs.
My druggist friends have never
known anybody who had smallpox,
even though they are old enough
to have a grown daughter who is
now a senior pharmacy student.
And neither of them can recall
when ariyone of their acquaint
*nee had typhoid.
Maybe the liking to complain on
the part of so many people will be
satisfied with colored aspirin
tablets, with placebos, and other
relatively harmless medicines; let
us hope that many other diseases
will some day be as unremembered
as are chills and fevers and small-
pox and typhoid.
LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
By Gov. Edward T. Bitatidtt
FRANKFORT—
If you go camping and fishing
In the Land Between the Lakes
area of Western Kentucky, like I
did last week, I believe you will
come away more convinced than
ever, like I was, that Kentucky
should do all it can to conserve
and develop its natural resources.
One of these resources is water,
which next to air is the element
most necessary for human surviv-
al, and nowhere in the inland
United States can one find two
finer man-made bodies of rater
than Kentucky and Barkley lakes,
with their 3,290 miles of shoreline.
The week before I went on this
camping trip, I attended a meet-
ing in Louis of the National
Governors' Conference Committee
on Natural Resources, of which I
am chairman.
Partly as a result of uns meet-
ing, we will introduce at the 1964
session of the General Assembly
in January an interstate strip-
mining compact. This compact will
be part of a natural resources
package containing bills noi only
to tighten Kentucky's control of
strip mining, but also its control
of air pollution and water pollu-
tion.
The week before the St. Louis
meeting, we held a Kentucky Gov-
ernor's Conference on Water Re-
sources Development. I told the
group at Frankfort that I bad ask-
ed it to meet for a reason that was
as important to Kentucky's wel-
fare as anything that might be con-
sidered during my administration.
This very important thing is water,
simply water.
Follow-up meetings were held in
Frankfort just last week to dis-
cuss phases of the first meeting.
One concerned itself with the
shortage of water in the Kentucky
River Valley and what could be
done to relieve it in case of
drought. The other had to do with
the development of water resources
for agriculture, particularly the
Irrigation of farm lands.
The need to be on the guard con-
tinuously against the pollution of
water was graphically demon-
strated just recently when Pine-
ville in Southeastern Kentucky
passed through a brief crisis caus-
ed by the taste and smell of kero-
sene in its city-supplied drinking
water. For a few days, water was
trucked in from Harlan and Mid-
dlesboro and given to people to
drink in buckets, jugs and jars.
A larger and longer Wustration
of how difficult it is to do without
a plentiful supply of water came
last summer when the people of
New York were forced to limit
their use because of a drought and
accompanying pollution. Reeling
from water restrictions, that state
in the November election approved
a $1 billion bond issue to combat
pollution.
Water is not only essential to the
production of food, as everyone
knows, but is industry's most-im-
portant raw material. It requires
as much as 110,000 gallons to pro-
duce one ton of steel, and up to
510,000 gallons for 1,000 yards of
woolen cloth.
In the final analysis, water is
the heart of our industry, our com-
merce and our agriculture. It is
the key to future progren of
America and other countries of
the world. Water can be on mas-
ter or our slave, depending OP bow
wisely we control and utilize it.
Our President, in signing legis-
lation authorizing a water censer-
vatioo project, recently said he
had never sees a dollar invested
anywhere in this intim in water
conservation, in muttiple-use pro-
jecu, that ia a period of even a
decade didn't prove it was a good
investment and would pay very
high returns on what was giant for
It.
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Merry gift idea
for everyone on your Christmas list
Mom. Dad. Sister Sue.
Brother Bob.
Your teen-age niece, Sally.
Aunt Mary. Uncle Ralph.
Grandma and Grandpa.
Extension phones make wonderful gifts.
For everyone.
(What else that costs so little
could bring them so much pleasure?)
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Postmaster Joe Trees (right) took time off to land a hand to carefully wrap the gift boxes filled to capacity
that left here last week an route to a Merry Christmas wish to our servicemen in Viet Nam. The American
nag in the background is. fitting "prop" for Eisen McGuire (left) and John Jackson (center) who wrap-
ped those boxes faster than you can say "happy holiday."
APO SAN FRANCISCO, and a Marry Christmas from all the folks in Fulton, Kentucky and South Fulton,
Tenn., that's the inscription repeated over a-d over again last week as thoughtful Fultonians sent more
than 53 gift-laden boxes to aria servicemen in Viet Nam. The ladies above are shown on the "firing lino"
to rush the packages to Memphis where they were air lifted to Saigon by military transport.
Letter From Washington
by
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper
Kentucky, in October, is the most
beautiful place I k-ow. Sometimes
the leaves are a little more apri-
cot or scarlet, so-netimes it -zeds
more rain for the tobacco and
sometimes it doesn't, but all-in-all
there is nothing to compare with
this lovely state in its autumnal
glory. Each time we get back from
Washington, it is a joy to visit the
different parts of Kentucky, each
so different from the other, each
with its own personality and indi-
vidual charm.
After being in Fulton, on the
Mississippi, I visited Maysville
and Louisville on the Ohio River,
then back to the Bluegrass, on the
Kentucky River, and home to
Somerset on the Cumberland. No
other state is blessed with as many
great rivers.
While my husband has been
speaking all over the Common-
wealth, I, too, have been doing so
many things that it is impossible to
write you about all of them but I
will tell you about a few.
The Symposium at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky about "Women—
Equal but Different", which was
organized by Mrs. Oswald, the wife
of the President of the University,
was particularly stimulating.
Another experience was a day at
Eastern Kentucky State College
with President and Mrs. Martin.
My husband spoke to the Student
Body in the morning and I met
with and spoke to the Faculty
Wives Club that evening. Eastern
State College has grown under Dr.
Martin's presidency, and my hus-
band was much impressed by the
understanding its students have of
national and international prob-
lems.
Another happy experience during
our visit to the Bluegrass was see-
ing Chloe Gifford again. I met her
when she was the outstanding na-
tional president of the Federation
MRS. COOPER
of Women's Clubs and I greatly
admired her ability to represent
her country and Kentucky in its
best tradition. Miss Gifford was
kind enough to give a tea for me
at Spindletop and the same night
we were her guests at the Altrusa
Club in Lexington. She called it
"An Evening with Senator and
Mrs. Cooper", and we both spoke
after dinner. As my husband had
never heard me make my kind of
chatter before, I was extremely
apprehensive. I am so used to be-
ing the listener and tapping my
foot or staring at the clock when
I think he is talking too long, that
It was difficult to have the shoe on
the other foot.
We are going back to Louisville
for the Farm Bureau meeting,
where again we both speak, but
luckily in different rooms Then
back to Washington to attend the
White House dinner, given in honor
of Princess Margaret and Lord
Snowden. I will write you about it
In my next letter, probably from
Air Force One as we will be flying
over the Pacific Ocean. The reason
for this journey is that the Secre-
tary of the Treasury and Mr. Eu-
gene Black, former President of
the World Bank, working with rep-
resentatives of twenty-five other
nations, have prepared a charter
for the Asian Development Bank,
and my husband and Senator Sym-
ington and the Chairman of the
House Foreign Affairs and Finance
Committees have been invited to
be special advisers .The delegation
will visit Japan, Thailand and the
Philippines.
Happy Thanksgiving.
SUNSET DITVE-IN
THEATRE
Between Martin & Union City
Thur-Fri-Sat. Nov. 25-26-27
Double Feature
Starts at 7:00
Elizabeth Taylor -and
Richard Burton
Then at 9:30
Peter Fonda and
Sharon Hugeny
THE
YOUNG LOVERS
Fulton was the terminus of the
road until a number of years after
peace was declared, u hen the line
was extended to Memphis. The
families then living in and near
the future city were the Carrs, Mc-
Falls, Paschalls, Collins, Eddings,
Tomlinsons, 'Thomases. T. M.
Thomas erected the first house on
the Tennessee side about the time
Mr. Woolridge opened the first
store, a grocery, near the site of the
P. & E. depot in 1861. When the
war between the states burst upon
the country all efforts at town
building ceased, a number of those
interested in the struggling village,
which at that time numbered less
than half a hundred people, heard
the call of their beloved Southland
and laid aside the implements of
peace to shoulder a gun or draw a
blade for the defense of home and
country against the northern in-
vader.
After Appomattox the distracted
country turned to peaceful pursuits,
and the survivors of the shattered
and broken armies of the Confed-
eracy returned to their homes to
find desolation and ruin abroad
in a once fair land. The founders of
Fulton, "The Future Great," were
numbered among the returning
veterans, who set about building
the future city. The rude structures
of this period soon gave way to
more substantial buildings of brick
and stone, and there has been no
interruption in the rapid and ma-
terial progress of the city thus
founded.
In 1872 the flourishing little
town was incorporated under the
name of Fulton and it was about
this time that the Mississippi Cen-
tral, as it was then known, later
to be acquired with the old P. & E.,
which had been bought by the
N. N. & M. V. by the Illinois Cen-
tral, was extended through Jack-
son, Tenn. to Cairo, Illinois.
Following the railroad activities
the town rapidly grew in popula-
tion, people from north, east, south
and west came to make their
homes in the city with a future.
Public improvements were added
as the city grew in importance,
rapidly becoming a commercial
center with all the conveniences of
the modern city.
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a section especially adapted to the 
growth of grain and tobacco. The
quality of wheat produced in this
immediate territory is superior to
any raised elsewhere in the United
States, while almost the entire to-
bacco crop of this country is
bought by the Italian government
at good prices. Besides flour mills,
Fulton boasts five large tobacco
barns which handle more than six
million pounds per year. These
give employment to a large number
of men at remunerative wages.
Through the efforts of the Mer-
chants and Business Men's Asso-
ciation, about 500 acres of cotton
were planted this season in the vi-
cinity of Fulton and at an early
date J. F. Clemmons, Sr., an ex-
perienced planter, contemplates
erecting a large gin at this point.
This new crop will bring in many
thousands of dollars at a season of
the year likely to prove most stimu-
lating to trade, besides supplying
the farmers with an additional
ready money crop.
The live stock industry has leap-
ed into the first rank as an import-
ant factor in the commercial pro-
gress of this section; during 1912
nearly as many dollars in stock
were shipped from Fulton as of
tobacco. For a number of years
Fulton has been regarded as the
largest and best mule market in
the entire section. The following
names are fandliar to planters
throughout the Southern States as
being the most reliable dealers in
mules and horses doing a large
business: L. T. Callahan, Guy How-
ard, Guy Tucker, Joe Hurst, C. W.
Fowler, E. C. Reeds.
Besides corn and wheat, this sec-
tion produces other cereals like
oats and rye. Alfalfa and all the
hay crops and grasses are pro-
fitably grown in this country.
Another very important industry,
contributing very materially to the
prosperity of our people, is the
poultry and egg business, reaching
the enormous figure of $400,000 an-
nually. Chickens, turkeys, ducks,
geese and all kinds of barnyard
fowls and eggs are shipped to the
big markets of the country, swell-
ing the revenue of the farmer and
shipper.
In a comparatively brief time
work will' begin on a handsome
CHECKING OFF THE NAMES OF THE VETERANS to be sure that
none was forgotten are Mrs. Charles Dixon and Mrs. C. A. Boyd, Jr.
Mrs. Dixon, who with her husband spear-headed the drive for gift-boxes
to our servicemen in Viet Nano fantod a willing helper in Airs. Boyd,
who always seems to be in the exact location where community efforts
ire being sponsored and where volunteers are needed.
$50,000 postoffice -building by the
Federal government at a lot on the
corner of Main and Washington
Streets. Within thirty days free city
mail delivery will be inaugurated,
adding much to the convenience of-'
the people.
The Fulton County Fair will soon
celebrate its third anniversary by
giving an unrivaled exhibition of
live stock, farm products, prize
winning poultry, in addition to fur-
nishing a week's program of rac-
ing. The plant of the Fulton County
Fair Association represents an in-
vestment of more.than $15,000, the
stock being largely owned by the
farmers and stock raisers of the
community. The buildings for the
accommodation of exhibits are of a
substantial nature and the site oc-
cupied by the plant is ideal.
Parting the veil which separates
the present from the future, the
prophetic eye views with rapture
1.110DRY SPEC/4i
DON T MISS THE BOtit;f: VI°
THIS OFFER
ENDS
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER 27S...
the pre-eminence of "The Future
Great;" smoke curling from a
thousand stacks, the whirr of many
spindles, the clangor and din from
countless workshops, all in mighty
chorus furnishing the music of
commerce, and giving remunera-
tive employment to a happy and
God-fearing people.
DUCKS 24 HOUR
Wrecker Service
— Radio Dispatched —
106 W. State Line
Dial 472-1821
Nights, Dial 472-1976
There's only a little time left to "catch the Bonus Train." Climb aboard it
today by buying your electric laundry appliances. Appliance dealers have
— special buys in the automatic electric washer, clothes dryer, and quick recov-
ery electric water heater. And, if you buy one or more of these by Novem-
ber 27, you can collect a bonus from us with each purchase.
See your appliance dealer today. Choose your electric laundry appliances
while you can still collect a bonus from us with each purchase.
Make your home laundry truly modern. Don't miss the Bonus Train!
RULES ARE SIMPLE
This limited time bonus offer is good only on
Installations of the appliances listed here. Purchases
must be made on or after October 7, 1%5. Appli-
ances must be installed on our lines.
TO COLLECT YOUR BONUS
Simply buy and install one or more of the appli-
ances listed here. Bring the sales receipt to our office
—and pick up your bonus.
Fulton Electric System
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Breathitt To
Give Preview
Of Assembly
Governor Edward T. Breathitt is
expected to present a geenral pre-
view of his Me legislative pro-
gram at a pre-legislative confer-
ence of members of the new Gen-
eral Assembly December 5-7 at
Kenutcky Dam Village State Park.
James T. Fleming, director of
be Legislative Research Commis-
sion, said practically all 138 mem-
bers of the 1966 Legislature have
indicated they will attend.
One purpose of the conference is
to acquaint new members with
legislative procedure. Eight of the
38 senators and 23 of the 100 rep-
resentatives have had no previous
service.
Another objective, Fleming said,
is to give the members, old and
new, the opportunity to become ac-
quainted with one another in an
atmosphere "not subject to outside
pressure."
The LRC director added that
registration for the conference will
be limited to assemblymen, staff
personnel, the governor, his de-
partment heads, and representa-
tives of news media.
The 1986 General Assembly con-
venes January 4.
E. N. Clark Named
Hickman Magistrate
Governor Edward T. Breathitt
has named E. N. Clark u magis-
trate of the Clinton District in
Hickman County.
Clark, a Democrat, succeeds
Virgil Ward, Jr., who resigned to
accept employmemt with the Hick-
man CouLv ran Commissioner's
Office.
CLASSIFIED ADS
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and more. Get our
prices. We service ail makes TV.
Phone dn. Roper Tdieviliaa.
WE RENT - - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds -
Vacuum Clean*,
Floor polishers
WADE FIYRN. CO.
Fulton, Ky. Phone 4723513
DEWEY JOHNSON
SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
AB types ef insurance
"Covering Everything"
422 Lake St.
Phone 4724501 Fulton, Ky.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma.
chhse and electric floor polishat
and electric vacuum cleaner. Es•
change Furniture Co.
SPARE TIME INCOME: Refill-
ing and collecting money from
NEW TYPE high quality coin
operated dispensers in this area.
No selling. To qualify you must
have car, references, $600 to $1900
cash. Seven to twelve hours week-
ly can net excellent monthly in-
come. More full time. For personal
interview write P. 0. BOX 4185,
PITTSBURGH, PA. 15202. Include
phone number.
Obion County
Awards Dinner
Honors 4-Hers
The Annual Obion County 4-I1
Awards Banquet will be held Mon-
day, November 29 at 7:00 p. m.
in the cafeteria of Obion County
Central High School.
The event is a recognition pro-
gram for 4-H members. Many of
them will receive ribbons, medals,
cash awards, and gifts for out-
standing 4-H work done during the
past year. Many of these awards
are given by sponsors, through
contributions to the 4-I1 Program.
The Obion County 4-H Honor
Club is sponsoring the banquet.
Student Council
Organizes for Year
From The SFH "Hades Herald"
The Students Council for the
school year of 1965-66 is as fol-
lows:
President - Teresa Pennington
Vice-President - Christina Mc-
Kinney
Secretary - Phyllis Alexander
Treasurer - Karen Taylor
Reporters- Peggy Sturgis-4
Phillip Moss
Members of the student council
are: Velma Carwile, Steve Green,
Bobbie Huffme, Chris Mckinney,
Susie Malray, Teresa Pennington,
Charles Walker, Karen Taylor,
Phillip Moss, Peggy qturgis, Phyl-
lis Alexander, Siisan Tegethoff,
Marilyn Moss, Pat Holladay. Peg-
gy Commit
The Student Council has planned
many activities for the year. First
of an they've instituted asseiabtr
programs given by the &Uses.
Each month there will be an as-
sembly given by a different clasi.
Later on this month the Stildelt
Council will be selling candy. The
proceeds will go to the
treasury with most of it eveetpally
being put to a good use within the
school.
In odaervance of Anterkan I.
cation Week several MitiditWOR
the council presented a 4011-411ct
play over WENK radio at Midas
City and WFUL radio at Ful4on.
Those participating were Cities
Walker, Marilyn Mom, Patricia
Holladay, Phillip Mom, Stinre
Green, Susan 'Pegethoff. Terra
Pennington, and Gems Cannon.
l-a
The biggest item on the agerla
is "Career Day." There has
ready been much planning made
toward this day. Further detail will
be announced later.
The Student Council is interested
in putting up a suggestion box.
They feel that many students
would have some very good sug-
gestions for improvement of our
school. If such a box is decided up-
on the council hopes the students
will take advantage of it. If a stu-
dent has a legitimate gripe the
council wants to know.
Basketball Teams
Are Selected
From The SFH "Hades Herald"
The South Fulton basketball
teams are selected by the Coach,
Wyatt Cuningham. They are the
following:
Girls: Teresa Pennington, Brenda
Archer, Nancy Jones, Jean Neeley,
Linda Collier, Joyce Forehand,
Paula Long, Linda Brown, Vicki
Mayhall, June Vetter, Pat Hamil-
ton, Pam Netherland, Paula Whit-
lock, and Joyce Morris.
Boys: Charles Stunson, Jim Con-
ner, Calvin Speed, Perry Sneed,
Larry Campbell, Barry Rozzell,
Alan Parrish, Tommy Travis,
David McMillin, Edwin Higgins,
and Charles Holt.
Mr. Cunningham stated that
these teams may not be the per-
manent teams for the year.
vmkol,
WALLPAPER
CLOSEOUT!
15c Roll and Up
EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
Commercial Ave; Fulton
Former Schoolhouse at Water Valley Now Serves As
Community Club and Emergency Hospital Storehouse
EVERYBODY HELPED UNLOAD AND STORE IT: A portion of the
Water Valley Community Club membership is, shown above in their
working clothes taking a "break" at the Cornomietity Club while waiting
for the second truckload of hospital equipment to arrive. The ladies of
this Club, shown above in the kitchen, fixed coffee and sandwiches for
the workers.
Red Devils Have Successful Season:
9 Wins, One Loss, Conference Cluunps
From The EFI4 "Hades Herald" 
The South Fulton High School
Football team had a grand season
this year. Their first victory was
a hard fought win over Lake Coun-
ty. The scores were made by Ham-
ilton-13 and Green-12. Then the
Devils played the following week
at Greenfield. This was a game of
crazy plays and mistakes with
South Fulton coming out on top by
a score of 28 to 20. In this game
Donny Parr scored 6 points, Greg
Hamilton 13 points and Jack Simp-
son picked up a fumble in the last
minute apd a half of the game and
ran the wining score. kftor Green:"
field' Caine Gleason which the feed`
Devil; beat by a score of 43-7.
Greg ' Namilton scored a total of •
27 points, Alan Ingram 6 poinis,
Steve Green 12 points imd Donnie
Pay d 3 points. Follow* Gleason
tbsii.Red Devils played their usual
brand of ball for three quarters
nie Parr spored 6 points, Jack
Simpson 6 points, and Greg Hamil-
ton 1 point.
The Red Devils returned home to
alay the Dresden Lions fer their
final game of the swim and the
Importance of the outcome of the
geme giving the Red Devils the
Western Division Conference
Oillatepe an a chance to _play in
thd theferegice playoff. This with
done by a 25 to 0 score. dreg
Hamilton scored 13 points, Steve
Green S points ,and Jack Simpson
6 ;points.
' rthe South Fulton fted Devils as
'of *November 11, 11 Me the•Reeld
foot Conference Champs defeating
Grenteld by the pCVIS of 31 to
28. Not only did the Devils have
the high howin' 02rAtairat
font Conference
fine coach Charles Akers received
the well deserved honor of "Coach
Definition Of
An Amigo
By Teresa Penningten
From The SFH "Hades Herald"
Just exactly who was an Amigo?
was it a person who had dark hair
and eyes, who spoke a language
called Spanish, and who was view-
ed with quite a bit of interest be-
cause she was different? An Amigo
was all of these, but she was
something else too.
First of all, she was a teenager
just as most of the students at
S. F. are. As a teenager she faced
many of the same problems we as
Amegiban teenagers face. She en-
joyed'Eniany of the same activities
we enjoy. She worshiped the same
God as we do.
An Amigo was someone I learn-
ed to love. For two weeks I shared
everyday with her. We learned to
laugh together, to be serious to-
gether, and to learn together. All
three processes made those two
weeks the most memorable of my
life. What I learned from my
Amide Would. take Mere *ace to
writs than I hire here. Therefore,
I'll try to do it with one paragraph.
First and foremost, I wonderful
more appreciative of the wonderful
America in which I am priviledged
to live. I realized for the first time
that others aren't as fortunate as
we.
. Although I always knew there
Were other cauntries in the world,
they never became real until I ac-
tually met someone from a dif-
ferent land. This helped me to see
that truly no man ia an island, and
that we as Americans often tend
to forget tips feet. It's easy for us
with all °LE nation's wealth to be-
come so involved with our culture
that we forget there are other peo-
ples and lands around the world.
Last of all, I made a wonderful
friend.- Actually I feel that she is
more of a stater than a friend. She
is my sister from Sonik America,
and though'there be aim* moun-
tains, much land, and the salt
water of Keens separattingous, we'll
never really be separated, for
these thinati CilleriniEellete two
people who sham the bond of
friendship and love.
than a number of mistakes cost the Of The Year!"
2a4 Devils the game Iv so aware "CritAWLATIONVEVILSV Tani Favor
In this game tre
cored 8 points, Lee am
SS te29. fiun-nlr
hi
pbbits, lathes Counce-6 ispints.
After the lost to Martin the Red
DevUs returned home fhe t next
week to play their homemWing
game with Alamo and started an-
othe* tviltnin 40 string of vistories
witirl2844 Ictory over_Alamo. In
this isms Jack SiMpson made 8
points, Greg Hamilton 14 points,
and Steve Green S points.
Following Alamo the Red Devils
played Faith* Comity at home and
won 40 to 13. In this game Ames
Counce caught two passes Air 12
points, Jack Simpson 6 points.
Steve Green scored 12 points and
Greg Hamilton scored lb points.
Sharon came to South Fulton the
next week to be defeated by the
Devils by a score of 25 to 14. Greg
Hamilton scored 19 points, Steve
Green 6 points.
The next week was the game
the Red Devils had beeh looking
forward to all season. The game
with Fulton City was one of the
Red Devils best defensive games
of the year, but the offense never
got to going as it had in the past
South Fulton won 2 to 0 when Rob
ert Moss tackled Phil Flannigan
in the end zone for a safety.
The next week the Rea Devils
traveled to Obion Central and not
playing the type of ball they were
capable of playing had to settle All Conference Player
for a 13-13 tie. In this game Don-
New Teachers Are Added To Faculty
From The SFH "Hades Herald"
When school started this year,
South Fulton had gained three new
teachers on their faculty. These
are Miss Bushart, Mrs. Hardin,
and Mr. Cunningham.
Miss Bushart is a graduate of
Murray State. She teaches short-
hand, bookkeeping, English II, and
girl's P. E. She is also a Senior
Class Sponsor and Cheerleader
Sponsor.
Mrs. Hardin is a graduate of
Rethel College. She teaches Junior
a. i Senior English. She is a Junior
Class Sponsor and sponsor of the
Paper Staff and Student Council.
Mr. Cunningham is a graduate
of Cumberland University, with
graduate work at University Ten-
nessee Knoxville. He coaches girls
and boys basketball and teaches
RIB TICKLER
As Mrs. Cardwell walked into
the room, she saw Jack Simpson
chewing gum and sitting with his
feet in the aisle. She said, "Jack,
take that gum out of your mouth
and put your feet in."
BATTER UPI
Louisville is the home of the
world's largest manufacturer of
baseball bats. Most of the bats are
made of mountain ash.
typing. He coached at Cloverdale
and won the West Tennessee
Championship. In 1953 he took a
boy's team from Hornbeak to
State. Mr. Cunningham is a Fresh-
man Class Sponsor.
How to liven up
a lunch box
Meat—cheese—egg—almost any
kind of sandwich tastes new and
wonderful when you use Kraft Sand-
wich Spread. Now In a handy new
wide-mouth larl
KRAFT
&"andwieh Spread
Inr TIPT wTh .
'44•In 414 -e4' aid"
Clam favorites mere recently
hosen by Students election. Those
Meow lo the honor are as follows:
Freshmen: Nancy Easterwood
and Edwin Higgins. 'Nancy is a
member of the 4-14 Slid P. H. A.
clubs. Edwin is a member of the
4-H els* and is the reporter of his
class.
Sophomore: Bobbie Huffine and
Barry Rozzell. Bobbie is a member
of the 441, F. H. A., and Student
Council. She is the treasurer of the
sophomore class. Barry is a mem-
ber of the Beta club and vice-
liwesidesit of the sophomore class.
Junior: Nancy Jones and Steve
Green. Nancy is a member of the
F. H. A. and vice-president of the
junior class. Steve is a member of
the Beta club, student council, and
be is the vice-president of the
junior class.
Senior: Linda Nanney and Craig
Simrell. Linda is a member of the
Beta club, 4-H club, Paper Staff,
and Annual Staff. Craig is a mem-
ber of the 4-H club, Paper Staff,
Annual Staff, and president of the
senior class.
It is a great honor for a student
to be elected a class favorite. To
all these mentioned above Con-
gratulations!
Kentucky In Ecuador
Bearing Electrical Gifts
With small electric appliances in
hand, a group of eighteen rural
electrification leaders and other in-
terested persons left Louisville
Sunday, November 21, for a five-
day goodwill tour of three Latin
American countries. The tour will
include stops in Panama, Colombia,
and Ecuador.
The group departed from Louis-
ville by plane Sunday at noon. The
first stop in Latin America was at
Bogota, Colombia, where a tour
of the city and surrounding area
had been arranged. The itinerary
then called for the trip to continue
to Quito and Guayaquil, Ecuador.
During their stay in Ecuador, the
tour members will visit Santo
Domingo and Daub where they
will attend the annual membership
meetings of the rural electric co-
operatives in those towns.
They will depart from Guayaquil,
Ecuador, on Saturday afternoon,
November 27, for the return trip to
the United States, stopping enroute
in Panama City, Panama. The
group will take numerous tours of
places of interest at each stop.
They are scheduled to arrive back
in Louisville Sunday evening.
The tour is a part of a "person-
to-person" program to promote
better understanding between the
people of Latin America and Ken-
tucky.
Kentucky's rural electrics have
adopted Ecuador as the county
they will assist in developing rural
electrification. The program began
as the result of a feasibility study
mad* by Warren 1111CC Manager
Charles Stewart, Bowling Green.
The study was conducted under the
direction of the Agency for Inter-
national Development.
Since the original study, two
rural electric cooperatives have
been developed In Ecuadtw, ime in
Santo Domingo and the other in
Daub. Kentucky's rural -eiettric
cooperatives have donated two
shipments of obsolete and surplus
material and supplies to the co-
operatives in Ecuador. The materi-
al had an estimated value of a20.-
000 as scrap in this country, but
was valued at approximately $200,-
000 by the Ecuadorians.
The novel idea of each participat-
ing tour member taking along two
used electric appliances was for
the purpose of fostering a closer
personal relationship between rural
electrification members in Ecuador
and their counterparts in Kentucky.
The appliances will be used as door
prizes at the two annual meetings.
Each gift will carry the name and
address of the donor as a means
fostering the desired personel re-
lationship. It is hoped that the re-
cipient of the gift will correspond
with the donor in Kentucky.
Those who will participate in the
tour include W. 0. Penn of Cyn-
thiana; Thomas Barker, Jr. of
Shelbyville; Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Templeman of Cecelia; Clem S.
Tharp and Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Scott, all of Elizabethtown; Barton
Moses of Greenfield, Indiana; Ted
M. Hampton, Jr. of Corbin; Mr.
and Mrs. E. R. Deny of Lexington;
Frank Jackson of Independence,
W. E. Goyim** of West liberty;
C. W. Murphy of Campton; Glenn
Oldfield of Mize; Leslie G. Jenkins
of Brandenburg, and J. K. Smith
and Robert Cleveland of Louisville.
Oily Kroft gives yew
Macaroni 'n'
Cheese
with
golden
cheddar
goodness
Basin Diener gives you Ma-
dre aiscerwai, creamy with
geld= chore _—1 *My
and quick h Is "se is." Or
eemsbitie it with Mbar goods
'kw tneapeashre yet tiolielese
stair MAN&
COST* Si
A SINIVINOONLY
WE ARE MOVING
TO
309 WALNUT STREET
—the office formerly occupied by
Colonel C. W. Burrow
ME UM Mil NM MIN
STATE FARM INSURANCE
Ray Williams Louise Wry
You Are Cordially Invited To Attend
REVIVAL SERVICES
AT
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 28
through
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3RD
Sunday Services at 10:50 AM and 7:30 PM
Monday through Friday Services
7:00 AM and 7:30 PM
BISHOP ARTHUR MOORE
EVANGELIST
MR. ROBERT SAAR
DIRECTOR OF MUSIC
The public is cordially invited to hear this outstanding Bishopl
on assignment in thirteen foreign countriesi
Bishop Moore has served his church
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Carr & 2nd St. W. T. Barnes. Pastor Fulton, Ky.
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DEATHS
Pillage Harper
Funeral services for Millage
Harper were held in Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home in Clinton
last Saturday afternoon, with Rev.
Vernon Miachke and Rev. James
Cotham officiating. Burial was in
the Clinton Cemetery.
Mr. Harper died suddenly Wed-
nesday afternoon in the home of
his daughter, Mrs. Bill Allen, in
Clinton.
Jan W. Dacus
Funeral services for John Wall
Dacus were held Tuesday afternoon
In Hornbeak Funeral Chapel, with
Rev. W. T. Barnes, pastor of the
First Methodist Church, officiat-
ing. Interment was in Fairview
Cemetery.
Mr. Dacus died in Central State
Hospital, Norman, Oklahoma,
Sunday afternoon. He was the son
of the late Tom and Mary Love-
lace Dacus of Union City, was born
and reared in St. Louis, and had
lived in Norman for several years.
Surviving are a son, Gene Dacus,
In the armed forces; a brother,
Herman Dacus of Brentwood, Mo.;
a sister, Mrs. Clarence Lindley of
Grand Rivers, Ky., and four cous-
ins, Trivia Dacus of Dukedom,
Mrs. Dalai, Beaderant of Cayce,
Mrs. Wilmon Boyd, Cecil Burned*
and Malcolm Inman of Fulton.
Carl Kindred
Feelyl services lar Carl B.
Rinb will be held this (Thurs-
day): at three o'clock in
the Oita.1kon Baptist Churdi,
with Nev. Gerald Star offielating.
Burial, in gharge
ral Mine, will be in Oak Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Kindred, 18, a reildhet of
South Fulton, died Tuesday =Wil-
ing in the Kennedy Veterans Hos-
pital at Memphis, following a long
ilbseas.
He was a World War I veteran,
a member of the Cumberland Pres-
byterian Church, the Masonic or-
ganization, Amerigae Legion and
World War I Veterans.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Martha Lou Croft Kindred; three
sisters, Mrs. Bessie Felts, Mn.
Fern McKee and Mrs. Helen Craig,
all of St. Louis, and two brothers,
• Otto Kindred of .fteasidoeti,v1A1.,
and Barney Kindred of jegreit,
Mich.
Cab Scouts Workbag
On Christmas Gifts
Cub Scout Pack 14, Den 40, met
last Thursday, November 16th, in
the scout cabin and worked on
their Christmas presents. Bill Gray
served refreshments, after which
Eugene Madding and Brad Bog-
gess gave a puppet skit.
Fruit cakes were received from
the Civitan Club and the sale has
begun.
The meeting closed with the Liv-
ing Circle.
Keeper of the Buckskin
Brad Boggess
Kernan Appointed
To Regional Post
Leonard T. Kernen, associate
commissioner of the Kentucky De-
partment of Commerce, has been
named a director and member of
the executive committee of the
Southern Industrial Development
Council.
The SIDC, a professional organi-
zation of industrial development
specialists from 16 southern states,
held its annual conference in Lou-
isville, Oct. 23-28.
We Need Industrial Park
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
the Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
November 24th:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Sadie Johns, Mrs. Floyd
Henderson, Mrs. Mamie Lee, Mrs.
G. W. Holly, Fulton; Malcolm Al-
fred, Dukedom; Mrs. Nettie Davis,
Charlie Pruitt, Crutchfield; Ken-
neth Hastings, Route 3, Martin.
JONES HOSPITAL
C. A. Patrick, Mrs. Carl Bell,
Rufus Sellars, Mrs. Fannie O'Nan,
Mrs. Warren Bard, Mrs. Aristotle
Nicholson, Jimmie Wright, Fulton;
Mrs. Lillie M. Pruett, Hickman;
Mrs. Laura Wheeler, Dresden.
PULTON HOSPITAL
Guy Tucker, BM Miley, Guy
Perry, Mrs. J. W. Elledge, Mrs.
W. J. Tuffiekl, Mrs. Clarice
Thorpe, Mrs, Eula Nelson, Fulton;
Mrs. Horace Tharpe, Jennie Pow-
ell, Mrs. Marvin Sanders, Mrs.
Jim Owens, South Fulton; James
Hicks, Mrs. Tom Kimbro, John
Thompson, Route 1, Fulton; H. B.
Glover, Route 4, Fulton; Mrs.
Nora Huss, Mrs. W. F. Spillman,
Mrs. Leon Grissom, Mrs. Aubrey
Choate, Mrs. Ned Pillow and baby,
Route 1, Wingo; C. M. Hornsby,
Mrs. Rupert Hornsby, Hickman;
Mrs. Carrie Puckett, Route 1,
Clinton; Mrs. Radie Price, Route 4,
Clinton; Mark Scruggs, Bernie
Barnes, Water Valley; W. C. Mor-
rison, Harvey Vaughan, Route 3,
Martin; Mrs. E. E. Hooper, Duke-
dom; Randolph Moore, Bemis,
Tenn.
Mrs. Braswell
Urges Check
Of Home Safety
Each year some 370 Kentuck-
ians die from accidental falls--a
toll exceeded only by motor ve-
hicle accidents which claim well
over $OO a year. Based on data
from the National Health Survey,
Mrs. Brasinsli, Fulton County pub-
lic health nurse says that an esti-
Med 23Q.000, Kentuckians ;y suffer ,non- fatal in
'from falls seriOus enough to cause
at least one day of restricted ac-
tivity or to require medical atten-
tion. Well over one fourth of these
Injuries result in one or more days
In bed.
Nearly three fourths of the fatal
falls occur among men and women
who are 65 and over. While only
about four per cent of fatal falls
occur to children under 15 years of
age, more than two fifths of the
nonfatal falls happen to children.
Of the 370 fatal falls each year in
Kentucky, approximately 250 of
them happen at home. This reflects
the great amount of time elderly
persons and children spend in the
home. The second largest number
ot falls occur in residential homes
where many older persons live.
Lesser numbers of falls occur in
public buildings, streets or high-
ways, in places for recreation or
sport, and on farms.
In view of these statistics, Mrs. 
Braswellurges all Fulton Count-
ians to check up on home safety
factors. A safety inventory of your
home today may keep you or your
children from becoming an acci-
dent statistic next year.
Most falls in the high risk groups
are on the same level and this
should be a first guide in-accident
prevention. Homes should be kept
in good repair-that loose board is
just asking for trouble, fix it!
Make sure there are night lights
where needed. Are your rugs slip-
pery? Well, they don't have to be,
You ea 10. Prim .
IF YOU LET
US DO
YOUR
CLEANING c
(Shirts Beautify
Save Money, Tool
Mims Suits 95c
Ladies plain dres-
ses 9k
Mena Tempers
50c
Finished Shirts
(hanger or fold-
25c
ly F shed, Tool)
HAPPY DAY CLEANERS
201 W. State Line Phone 479-9074
there are many ways to make them
secure. Spill something? Celan it
up right away. Watch those toys
and other objects-don't leave
them lying around on the floor.
Check your house over and be
careful!
Shop Early For Christmas
IN CHICAGO
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe spent last
week in Chicago, at market and
visiting her son, Jack Thorpe, and
family. She returned to Fulton
Sunday night.
Shop Early For Christmas
EAGLE FALLSI
Little Eagle Falls, where a
mountain creek tumbles 125 feet
down a hill into the Cumberland
River, is in Cumberland Falls State
Park in Kentucky. Once considered
sacred by Indian tribes, Little
Eagle Falls was the site of many
battles for its possession.
LAND OF FENCES!
Kentucky is a land of fences-
snow-white plank fences bordering
racehorse farms, fieldstone fences
lining Bluegrass pastures, and
split-rail fences recalling the state's
pioneer days.
Shop Early For Christmas
FIVE REGIONS!
Geographically, Kentucky in-
cludes five natural regions - the
Mountains, Knobs, Bluegrass
Pennyrile and Purchase-useful ii
outlining its special geological fea
tures.
Shop Early For Christmas
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WHOLE
Cut-Up Or auartered Lb. . . . 31c
•
Super Right Fully Cooked
SEMI - BONELESS
HAMS
Whole
or 78cHalf
No Center Slices Removed
ERS
NO LIMIT -- NONE SOLD TO DEALERS
FRYER BREAST
U. S. D. A. Inspected
Whole With Part Rib
Attached
Whole
Legs
lb. 49c
TURKEYS 
U. S. D. A. IIIHNINSiewir7""7.7---
Inspected 6 to 9 lb. 
Grade A 10 to 15 lb. ____ lb. 37c and up
lb. 43c 19 lb.
SMOKED HAM Super Right12th 161b.Whole or Half
lb. 59c
lb. 32c
lb. 59c
BROOD BEEF Super Right FreshLesser OuantW.slb. 49c 3 - lb. pkg or more lb. 45c
(Mince 8-in Size 59c) (Pumpkin Save 20c)
PIES Jane Parker 8 - in size 3k •
Jane Parker Cakes Plain Sugared or Cinnamum
DONUTS . . save 8c Doz. 21c
A & P SpecialIabel (Vac Pack Save 14c 2 up $1.395
COFFEE *tut 1.1-oz. Jar $1.09
Preston* Gal. 41.59)
AITIFREEZE Marvel Galion 4.31
Del Monte Zucchini Pquash 1-1b. can 26c
Dessert Sweet California Dates ___ pkg 37c
Self-Rieine 25 lb. Bee $317 PLAIN
Gold Medal Flour _ 
 25, .bag $2-33
Green Giant Peas 28 141". clans 33c
Libby: Tomato Juidi  2 1-1b. 2-cer. Ons 35c
College Inn Chicticen-a-la-King 101-2 DZ. can 48c
College Inn Boned Chicken 5 1-2 oz. jar ____ 56c
With Chicken
College Inn Egg Noodles _ 1-1b. 12-oz. jar 38c
College Inn Chicken Broth 133-4 oz. can ____ 19c
Green Giant Mexicorn 12-oz. can -------------23c
LeSuer Corn white shoe reg. 12-oz can _ _ 21c
Alin; BISCUITS 4 for 33c
Robin Hood (Self Rising 5-1b. bag 63)
FLOUR Plain 5 lb. bag Sic
GOOD 2 1-113. Ctns
Cake & Cookie Decorator 4 1-2 oz. Aersol
PILLSBURY . • . can 69c
ice.GERS COFFEE 1-1b. can 74c
SARAN WRAP 50 ft. roll 32c
HOLLYWOOD
CANDY BARS
BUTTERNUT, SMOOTH smuN
TOP STAR, MILK SHAKE
PAY DAY A BIG PAY
6 PIACI 1 9 c
COMSTOCK
Pumpkin Pie
Filling
1-1b. 2-oz. can 23c
IUCE-A-RONI
Chicken or Boa
8-oz. Pkg. nc
D°uklglnteMARSHMALLOWS 101.2 oz. bag lk
BANANAS a real value lb. 10c
BRUSSEL SPROUTS fresh pi. 29c
PASCAL CELERY crisp fresh Stalk 25c
POLE BEANS fresh fender lb. 1k
' U. S. No. 1 Idaho Russett
POTATOES
ii STOKELYS CUT
GREEN
BEANS
3 15 "I;L .C 49c
Nabisco Chocolate
PIN WHEELS
12 1-2 oz. AE
Box IOU
MEAT DINNERS
10 - th. bag 5k
Del Monte Crushicl Papplo 14b. 40!.
What does
Western Union
have to do with
good bread?
-
This. Regularly, Western Union repre-
sentatives purchase... at our stores...
loaves of Jane Parker White Bread. We
check them to be sure our bakeries are
turning out the finest bread possible. We
really never stop trying to satisfy you.
JANE PARKER
WHITE BREAD L Loaves 
gliaG
Ham, Beef, Turkey, Chicken,
Sausburyl Steak or Meat Loaf
Steak 1-oz. 4k
MORTONS FROZEN FOODS
Beef, Turkey, or Chicken
Meat Pies 4 8-oz. pies Ilic
Apple, Cherry or Peach
Fruit Pies
Custard 8-in
20-oz. Ex- 35c
Coconut Pies 20-oz. Ea. 35c
14-oz. Ea. 37
4 Delicious Varieties
Cream Pies
Ready For The Oven
Biscuits 10-oz. pkg 48c
18 Donuts Sugar and Spice
Donuts 10-oz. pkg 38c
1-lb. Loaves
Bread Dough pkg of 3 49c
Ready To Serve
Pecan Pies 16-oz. Ea. 7k
STARKIST TUNA
WHITE CHUNKS LIGHT CHUNKS
6 1-2 oz. 36c 6 1-2 oz. Q9cCan V Cans
LIGHT
9 1-4 oz. 48cCan
Prices In This Ad Effective Thru Saturday, Nov. 27th
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY. INC.
APPSu.per
aMIIIKA1 eitiell11811 Idea
arkets
11011(011WT 815(1 1St,
PILLSBURY
Pie Crust Mix or sticks
9 1-2 oz. Pkg. 22c
BIER RABBIT SYRUP
Green Label I
12-ox.
Bottle "IP
Blue Label I
12-oz. frt
Bottle 41C I
Gold Label
12-os. is&
Bottle vely
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OBION COVIITY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
Tennessee Orchard Meeting
The Tenessee Horticulture Socie-
ty, which is composed mostly of
Commercial apple and peach pro-
ducers, will hold their Annual
Convention in Union City and
Obion County next week on No-
vember 30, December 1, and De-
cember 2. Sixty Commercial
Orchard growers from throughout
Tennessee and West Kentucky are
expected to attend the convention.
The Tuesday, November 30, pro-
gram will all be held in Obion
County apple and peach orchards
with_ experts demonstrating and
talking on such subjects as: orch-
ard sites, spacing, varieties, pack-
ing houses, orchard machinery,
pruning, tree bracing, etc. The
morning program will be held in
Jack Flippin's peach orchard be-
tween Union City and Fulton,
while the afternoon program will
be held at the Flippin's apple
orchards near Shawtown.
The Program on December 1
and December 2 will be held in the
Farm Bureau Hall and consist of
such speakers as: W. D. Arm-
strong from the University of Ken-
tucky; Miss Lora Stone, Secretary-
Manager of National Peach Coun-
cil; Frank Street, from Henderson,
Ky.; D. B. Williams, W. E. Roever,
J. C. Clark, B. S. Pickett, and J. J.
Bird from the University of Ten-
nessee.
It is a tribute to the small num-
ber (about 15) or commercial fruit
growers of Obion County that the
meeting of the Tennessee Horticul-
ture Society will be held ie Obion
County next week.
Garrisoe Angus Sale Results
The Kea-Tenn Angus farm owned
by Mr. and Mrs. Parnell Garrigan
nad their first Production Sale of
Registered Angus cattle last week
and the sale was successful.
Ten bulls averaged $595 - 59 fe-
males averaged $368 and the total
69 Angus cattle averaged $401.
Farm Dates To Remember
November 29 - 4-H Achievement
Banquet.
November 30, December 1, De-
cember 2 - Tenn. Orchard Meet-
ing - Union City.
December 6 - Annual Meeting •
Obion Angus Association.
December 13 - Annual Meeting -
Obion County Livestock Associa-
tion.
December 14 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Lexington.
December 15 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Brownsville.
Parts For All Electric
Shavers At:
ANDREWS
JewehT Company
Pee Wee Reese
To Head 1965
TB Seal Fund
Baseball's famed Pee Wee Reese
has been named honorary chair-
man of the 1965 Christmas Seal
Campaign, according to Dr. E. N.
Maxwell, Louisville, president of
the Kentucky Tuberculosis and Re-
spiratory Disease Association.
Reese, in accepting the assign-
ment said, "I'm proud to lend my
=
to the tight against TB
agther respiratory diseases. I
knew the seriousness it the TB
geesblem in Kentucky and I also
know that with everyone's help TB
eventually can be defeated. That's
why I'm hopeful that Kentuckians
will support this year's campaign
more generously than ever before."
A Louizvillian, Reese is general-
ly accepted as the finest shortstop
ever to play for the Brooklyn Dod-
gers. Joining the Dodgers as a 21-
year-old rookie in 1940 he went on
to become their team captain and
to play in four World Series. He
was selected All-Star National
League shortstop in 1942, 1946, 1947,
1948 and 1949.
Since retiring from baseb.11
Reese has teamed with Dizzy Dean
as a telecaster for Big League
baseball games. He also owns Pee
Wee Reese Lanes, a bowling alley
in Louisville.
Teacher Who's Who
From The SFIll "Hadles!Herald"
Most likely to smile: Mr. Akers
Most likely to wear a new hair-
do each day: Miss Bushart
Most likely to scare his students
speechless: Mr. Betty
Most likely to drink Metrecal:
Mrs. Cannon
Most likely to be around in P.
E. when Jeep Neeley splits her
shorts: Mr. Cunningham
Most likely to complain of being
overworked with only eight stu-
dents: Miss Cunningham
Most likely to wear her bun
crooked: Mrs. Cardwell
Most likely to get sick of the
annual staff: Mrs. Ennis
Most likely to break rubber
bands: Mrs. (ab) Norma (1)
tetrice Hardin
Most likely to grow hair: Mr.
Killebrew
Most likely to mispronounce all
those herd "turns": Mrs. Nelms
Most likely to have an announce-
ment in assembly: Mrs. Thompson
Most likely to get on to Jack
Simpson: Mr. Wright
EDUCATI" 'AL BOON
With high scho.ls bulging with
draft-dodging students trying to
stay above the cut-off line for de-
ferments, the war in Viet Nam
may be labeled "the greatest edu-
cational boon of the decade."
—The College News, Murray
State College.
— SZE —
AMPS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOE YOUR
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351 201I MAIN STREET
rumeN, KENTUCKY
-you're As man we'd like to lend to.
Can you anticipate how a loan will help you build your
herd? Or buy a needed machine? Or purchase fertilizer?
If you've got a plan to improve your farm or operation,
you'll find us ready, willing, and very able to give you
the financial support you need. Bring your plans — your
dreams — in and let's talk them over.
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 236-25ee
N't
1„.:
I 
I3
• 11 1
WARREN BARD
Field Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone 53-5141
A7EMEWS
The Fulton ASCS County Office
announces the results of the Com-
munity Committee Elections on
November 19, 1965, They are as
follows:
COMMUNITY A—M. L. Herring,
Chairman; E. A. Carver, Vice
Chairman; Harold Pewitt, Regular
Member; Howard Bondurant, First
A4ernate; Rayford Duke, Second
Alternate.
COMMUNITY B—M. 0. Cham-
pion, Chairman; T. R. Williamson,
Vice Chairman; Harvey Ativill,
Regular Member; Neal Little,
First Alternate; Richard Bellew,
Second Alternate.
COMMUNITY C — Richard
Adams, Chairman; Vanoy Cox,
Vice Chairman; Harold McClellan,
Regular Member; Ralph Adams,
First Alternate; G. T. Hepler, Sec-
ond Alternate.
COMMUNITY D — Charles E.
Lattus, Chairman; Raymond Ever-
ett, Vice Chairman; John B. Lat-
tus, Regular Member; Joseph
Daniel Lattus, First Alternate;
Buddy Young, Second Alternate.
COMMUNITY E — Kelty Conder,
Chairman; Frank Parker, Vice
Chairman; Leslie Davis, Regular
Member; Russell Thomas, First
Alternate; Raymond Weatherly,
Second Alternate.
The chairman, vice chairman,
and regular member of each corn-
munity will assemble in a conven-
tion at the Fulton ASCS County Of-
fice, Friday, November 26, 1986,
at 9:30 A. M. to elect the county
committee. New committeemen
take office December 1, 1965.
A new publication by the USDA
Soil Conservation Service describ-
ing a new plant that will attract
wildlife, conserve soil and beauty
odd areas Wes announced today by
R. F. Smith, Work Unit Conserve-
tiritist assisting the Fulton County
Sail Conservation District.
The publication, "Autumn
Olive", concerns Cardinal Autumn
Olive—a new strain of autumn
olive developed by Soil Conserva-
tion Service plant materials special-
ists and noted hardiness, yield,
and growth under a wide range of
soil and climatic conditions.
"It is adapted from Maine to
Georgia and westward to Mis-
souri," Smith said, "and is par-
ticularly useful on infertile sites
such as strip-mine spoil banks,
sand-blovi areas, steambanks, and
gullied areas."
Songbirds find the branches of
autumn olive excellent places for
their nests, and birds and several
animals feed on the red berries.
Request copies from the local
office of the Soil Conservation Ser-
vice.
Letters To Editor
FULTON CITY SCHOOLS
W. L. Holland, Supt.
Dear Sir:
The American Education Week
Committee of the Fulton City Edu-
cation Association joins the other
teachers, administrators, and stu-
dents in expressing our apprecia-
tion for your help in allowing us to
place the cause of education before
our people.
Your cooperation helped to make
this a gratifying experience.
Yours truly,
Mrs. Leonard Allen, daiiman
Mrs. Charles R. Bennett
Mrs. J. P. McClay
Mrs. Elmer Ffixson
Mrs. Wilton Marchman
Mrs. Harvey Vick
Eighty-Ninth Congress
CONGRESS OF THE
UNITED STATES
House of Representatives
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
I deeply regret that I was astable
to attend the Third International
Banana Festival held recently in
Fulton.
I am most pleased to read of the
success of the Festival in The
News and appreciate your making
the October 2811 issue available
to me.
With best wishes, I am
Sincerely yours,
Frank Chelf
Member of Congress
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
This is to acknowledge receipt of
and to thank you for your nice let-
ter of November 9th and I do ap-
preciate your sending me a copy of
the FULTON COUNTY NEWS
which contains many interesting
articles and pictures concerning
the International Banana Festival.
I appreciate your thoughtfulness,
and with kind personal regards,
I am
Sincerely yours,
William H. Natcher, M. C.
EMBAJADA DEL ECUADOR
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
I acknowledge receipt with
thanks of your letter dated No-
vember 9, 1965 and its enclosure,
the Fulton County News special
edition covering the outstanding
Third Annual Banana Festival.
Ambassador Larrea regretted
being unable to attend your Fes-
tival last October, but felt Ecuador
was very well represented by our
able Minister Counselor for Fi-
nancial and Commercial matters,
doctor Gustavo Polit. He has ad-
vised Ambassador Larrea as well
as the Government not only of the
ceremonies that took place during
the festival but of the deep feeling
of international understanding he
sensed while in the hospitable cit-
ies of Fulton, Kentucky and South
Fulton, Tennessee.
On behalf of the Ambassador,
who at this writing is in Rio at-
tend,ng the Second Extraordinary
Inter-americap Conference, and on
my own, I Mini to express our con-
gratulations for your programs
-which indeed contributed to streng-
then the friendly ties and increase
the understanding among our peo-
ple.
If it is not an imposition would
you kindly let me have an extra
copy of the edition mentioned
above.
Very sincerely yours,
Dr. Alfredo Donoso
Minister, Charge d'Affairs
ad-Interim
Dear Jo:
Thank you very much for send-
ing me a copy of the "Banana
Festival Edition" of the Fulton
County News.
May I also again congratulate
you on the fine job you are doing
as President of the Festival which
is contributing so greatly toward
our friendships with the people of
Latin America.
Cordial best wishes.
Sincerely,
Frank A. Stubblefield
Member of Congress
Barry Gives
Warnings For
Safe Hunting
With the opening of rabbit sea-
son in Kentucky on November 18,
Harry Barry, Fulton County health
officer reminds Kentucky hunters
of the precautions necessary to be
sure that rabbits are the season's
only casualties.
Firearm accidents accur most
often during the month of Novem-
ber. One second of carelessness
can mean the difference between
life and death for a hunter. Always
treat your gun as if it were loaded.
Be sure of your target before you
pull the trigger. Many hunters
have lost their byes by being mis-
taken for an animal.
Mr. Barry also urged hunters to
be sure their dogs have been vac-
cinated against rabies since this
disease still occurs in such Ken-
tucky wildlife as foxes, racoons,
skunks, and bats.
Tularemia or "rabbit fever" is
another disease that spreads from
wildlife to man. Mr. Barry advises
that hunters take the following
safeguards against this disease:
— Avoid animals that appear
unhealthy; sluggish or slow-moving
wildlife may be diseased.
— Wear rubber gloves when
dressing or skinning animals. De-
stroy any animal whose internal
organs are studded with white
spots.
— Cook game thoroughly before
eating.
— Drink water only from ap-
proved sources.
— Don't let your day of hunting
fun turn into hustling tragedy. Re-
member, good hunting is safe
hunting.
You,/ Say they're &Mimed
BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street Fulton. Hy.
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Fall Fertilization?
Farmers usually apply most of
their fertilizer near planting time.
Large acreages are planted in the
spring and this causes a greater
movement of- fertilizer during a
few weeks. Many problems often
result: delayed planting, damage
to wet soils, labor taken from criti-
cal operations, difficulty for in-
dustry to move so much fertilizer
on short notice, and restricted
available fertilisers needed.
New technology has found higher
rates of application and different
methods in spreading plant nutri-
ents. Fertilization at planting time
has been reduced.
Twenty or thirty years ago,
amounts of fertilizes-used per acre
was only a fraction of that used to
In addition, material had a
much lower analysis. Proper meth-
ods or time of applying say, 80
pounds of 2-12-6 for corn was not
the same as applying 300 pounds
6-24-24.
Generally, there are two ways to
maintain high soil fertility. Some
call them soil fertilization and
crop fertilization. When a farmer
uses either one of these he builds
soil fertility to an optimum level
according to soil tests' and then
fertilizes at a rate high enough to
maintain this level, or he may fer-
tilize each crop near time of plant-
ing.
Increases in rates of fertilization
in recent years have led many to
study methods of application.
Farmers have gained much know-
ledge from such studies.
Fall is a convenient time to fer-
tilize. Broadcast soil-yielding ap-
plications as well as a maintain-
ance supply when it is convenient.
Most agricultural specialists agree,
soil should be dry to avoid com-
paction by heavy trucks and
spreaders, and harvesting should
always be completed. These condi-
tions usually occur in the fall. Dur-
ing this season the soil is dry and
there is time to broadcast and
plow-down plant food. Soil testing
laboratories will also get results
back fast. In some cases farmers
may wish to use plant food in
bands for uniform early growth.
Most of the fertilizer being used
as a broadcast and plow-down ap-
plication. This should result in a
more timely planting date and
higher yields.
Broadcast applications can be
made rapidly using either trucks
or tow-type bulk spreaders. Spring
applications often compact moist
soil and there is danger of getting
stuck in low areas. This leads to
costly delays and could reduce fu-
ture yields. Many claim actual
costs are lower per ton in the fall.
Our soil is a reservoir for plant
food. This item is all we have to
market from the farm. We cannot
just look at soil and tell if there is
enough available to produce 100
bushels of corn. A soil test is the
first answer. Next, fertility should
be in the root zone, rather than
a high concentration in just one
spot. This leaves a large area
without valuable nutrients.
FARM CITY WEEK
Each year, a special week is set
aside so both rural and urban
groups can get together and dis-
cuss mutual problems. Appropri-
ately enough, it is called Farm-
City Week. This presents a line op-
portunity for all segments of our
population to better understand the
other fellow's problems.
Each group depends on goods and
services of others. If for no other
reason—and there are many—farm
and city folks should create a cli-
mate of understanding. No seg-
ment of our society can prosper for
long at the expense or misfortune
of other groups.
Let's take a look at the city
dweller. Certainly, he should have
snore than a casual interest in
farming—mainly because his ex-
istence depends upon the farmer
producing enough food and fiber
to take care of his needs. Also,
agriculture usually leads the way
in the swing of the economy from
prosperity to depression and back.
Farm income and national income
generally rise and fall together,
but farm income falls first and it
is the last to recover.
A basic 'must' to mutual under-
standing is the fact that farming
is not an inferior way of life. Mis-
conception, unfortunately, is that
overalls who occasionally comes to
town. Nothing could be farther
from the truth. Successful small
farmers, especially in this age of
agribusiness, are that-rate busi-
nessmen with knowledge to make
their living from the soil.
Although there are less than half
as many farmers in the United
States as there were 25 years ago,
our country still enjoys the high-
est standard of living in the world.
This has been made possible by
great strides in agriculutre tech-
nology, which in itself is a tribute
to progressive-minded tillers of the
soil.
It is important to realize that the
consumer is partly to blame for
the high cost of living. He de-
mands small packages of food
wrapped in cellophane . . . and in
many cases already cooked; as a
result, prices increase.
In other words, this built-in maid
service is a determlinng factor in
rising prices.
Subscribe To The News
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Yellowstone
outsells
every other
Bourbon
in Kentucky.
(145
of them)
10 P2OOF
$‘85 $155
4/S QT. is lap,.
6 years old.
Kentucky Straight Bourbon, 90 Proof t 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co., Louisville, Kentucky.
New1313 Fords...
For having fun...
RANCHERO. eienow
sizzling performance
Longer wheelbase, wider tread
and sew suspension give the
Ranchero new riding smooth-
ness. Bucket seats, center
console, wall-to-wail carpeting,
air-conditioning—are all offered.
Choice of smooth So or
powerful V-8'S, 3- or 4-speed
stick shift.
BRONCO, a new kind of 4-wheel-
drive excitement from Ford
We've got the Bronco you want ...
Roadster, Wagon or Sports Utility.
Bronco's 4 whsel drive and frisky
6-cylinder engine take you places you
wouidn't believe ...over beach sand,
throush deep snow, up hills too steep for
roads. Bronco features cIashless gear-
shifting, no annoying whine in 2 wheel
drive, smooth front cod-spring ride.
or getting Jobs done
FiTYI_ESIDE. new with the
smooth ride of two front axles
Stylesele's Twin -I -Beam suspension
smooths every road. Steering's
Wet, side sway's gone, stops are
steed*. Ford's Styleside is as
WWI as they come, too. It's
built with forged axles, husky
radius rods, Choice of two power-
ful Sixes and a big V-8 engine. Ot
Powered by Ford...Presented by Your Ford Dealer!
VAUD FORD SALES I
Mayfield Highway Fulton Phone 472-1621
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By Mrs. Carey Melds
News from the bedside of Mrs.
Pete Chambers, who is a patient in
the Baptist Hospital in Memphis,
Is that some improvement has
been shown, which all friends here
will be glad to hear and every hope
is extended.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
11 a. m. and also at the evening
service.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover True and
Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell returned
Monday, after several days visit
with children, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
True, the H. R. True families in
Missouri, also guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Bell Farmer in St. Louis.
They had a nice visit, so the re-
port goes.
Get-Well wishes are extended to
Harvey Vaughan, County School
Board member, who is a patient
in the Fulton Hospital, under
treatment. We wish him a com-
plete recovery.
I hope everyone in this section
saw little Robin Jones on WPSD's
Telethon. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Jones, who were for-
mer residents of our area, but
now live in Graves County.
Mrs. Dave Mathis remains about
the same at her home in our vil-
lage. She has been a-bed a good
portion of the time.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum, chil-
dren Gloria Ann and Howell, and
Rev. T. T. Harris were in Jackson,
Tenn., Sunday, visiting their uncle,
Irvin Davis, and family.
Mrs. Bert Davis is a patient in
HWview Hospital, under treatment,
and we hope she will recover soon
and be able to return to her home
near here.
I hope everyone at the News of-
fice, all friends and readers every-
where will have a Happy Thanks-
giving!
CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mr.. Harvey Timbal
The Chestnut Glade Home Dem-
onstration Club met In the home of
Mrs. Myrtle Temple for the regu-
lar November meeting. The song,
"Count Your Blessings" was direct-
ed by Mrs. W. C. Morrison, with
Mrs. Wayne Grissom giving the
devotion on "Gratitude" from
Psalms 103.
The roll call was answered by
each reciting a favorite quotation.
Plans were made for gifts for
shut-ins at Christmas; also, for the
Christmas meeting, which will be
held in the home of Mrs. Jim
Burke on December 16 at 2 p. m.
Plans were made to attend the
Achievement luncheon on Decem-
ber 4 at Dresden.
Officers for the coming year
were installed and project leaders
for the year were announced.
The vice president, Mrs. W. C.
Morrison, presented the Clothing
leader, Mrs. Paul Reams, who
gave interesting information on the
selection and care of clothing
made of leather. The craft leaders,
Mrs. Jim Burke idul Mrs. Jim
Hicks, demonstrated several craft
articles and gave instructions for
making articles of interest. The
Foods and Nutrition leader, Mrs.
Laverne Owensby, gave a lesson
on "Minerals in the Diet" and the
Health leader, Mrs. Wayne Gris-
som, gave interesting information
concerning "Blood Chemistry."
Mrs. Helen Wylie gave an inter-
esting and informative demonstra-
tion on the alteration of patterns.
Refreshments were served to the
members, to two welcome visitors,
Mr. Hulburt and Mrs. Charles
Ray, and to Mrs. Wylie.
Visitors are cordially invited to
attend the Christmas meeting.
Subscribe To The News
Greenfield Monument Works
La Opmereasis 61 Tom
Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
e) • Open Sunday Afternoons •
Wallas
Cal 116 J. IL MANESS & SONS
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THANKSGIVING DAY IN AMERICA dates from a
festival held by the people of the Plymouth Colony in
December 1621. Have
you ever thought about
what they were thank-
ful for. They were
thankful for surviving
a hard winter. For a
good crop of corn. For
shelter that shut out
the rain. For the
chance to make a liv-
ing and build homes.
They had no "extras."
Just basic, bare necessities ... but they still remembered
gratitude. So often we take shelter, survival, and jobs, for
granted. This Thanksgiving, let's remember to be grateful
for the things we consider "ordinary" as well as for the
extraordini.ry benefits we enjoy as inheritors of the tradi-
tions begun by those early settlers.
• • •
HOW TO MAKE A KISS-PROOF TELEPHONE! That
was the problem turned over to Bell Telephone Labora-
tories . . . develop a telephone that can't be permanently
stained by lipstick and other cosmetics. It seems that the
plastic formerly used in telephones absorbed the red dyes
in cosmetics, and no amount of washing could remove
them. Well, after much experimentation, the scientists
came up with an entirely new kind of plastic. One that
simply couldn't be penetrated by cosmetic dyes. So ladies,
be as affectionate as you please while telephoning. Thanks
to Bell scientists, your phone can be kept clean with a
damp cloth and mild soap. You can look your best while
telephoning. . . and so can your phone!
• • •
YOU'VE PROBABLY HEARD THE TERM "DON'T
OVER-EXTEND YOURSELF." Don't try to do too much
in too little time, or you'll end up doing nothing right!
Well, that's good advice. But we have some advice that's
even better. Do extend yourself with extension telephones.
Extension phones help you save time because you can
reach instead of running when the phone rings! An ex-
'tension in the kitchen lets mom talk to neighbors while
she cooks. An extension in the den gives dad a place for
private business calls. And, of course, every teenager needs
a phone of his own to make those very personal calls to
the girlfriend. So remember, you can extend yourself . . .
with extension phones. They come in several styles and
colors. So why not call our Business Office about extension
phones for your home, now?
I.
• DETROIT NEWS
By Roy liVawerer
First, let me wish each one of
you a very happy Thanksgiving;
to some of us it will be joy and to
some of us sorrow.
The weather is not too bad for
this time of year. All over the city
they have Christmss decorations
and stores are busy with shoppers.
Just recently they had an old-
fashioned square dance at Cobo
Hall and a few showed up, about
3,000 couples, some professionals
and a lot of amateurs. They had
eight callers and all had a good
IlL C.
Got a call from Herbert and
Be Goulder. They were at Ford's
suowing of new tractors and stay-
ed at the Dearborn Inn.
D. J. Murchison called us from
Port Huron, but did not have time
to come to see us. He works on the
mail train from Chicago to Port
Huron and only had a short time
before his train pulled out.
November 13 and 14 at Cobo
Hall a bake show was held. They
showed how to decorate cakes, pre-
pare food and, as a finale, had the
originator of the cake walk dance.
Some asked about the size of Cobo
Hall; you can seat 50,000 for a
meeting, plus fourteen dining
rooms with 50 to 100 in each, plus
parking for 20,000 cars. This is not
counting the first floor. The cost
was $58 million to build.
Our Governor George Romney
went to Viet Nam to see for him-
self and to see the boys from
Michigan. Came back and gave his
report on TV and radio.
Friday night at Blanche Fisk's
house they had a jewelry party
and so many women were there.
Saturday night was our class
party in the church basement. It
was pot-luck and then we cut the
birthday cake for all who had a
birthday since last meeting and
sang a few songs.
Sunday after serviced we had a
good dinner in the church fellow-
ship hall for Rev. and Mrs. Hessler
and children. Everybody brought a
few dishes and all stayed for fel-
lowship meeting. Rev. Hessler is
our suply pastor until we can get
a regular pastor.
Leslie McAlister and some of the
men went deer hunting Saturday.
No report at present.
This year, as always, we will
have baskets for the needy folks
and they are always full to the top
with good things to eat.
Jim and Frances Garland will
have about 17 for dinner, includ-
ing mamas, pops, cousins and
friends.
The new church at Perry, Mich.,
is doing very nicely for having just
been started last August. Mr. Eul
Phelps is their supply pastor and
Is bringing some very good mes-
sages.
D. J. Adams is still in New
Grace Hospital, no improvement
as yet. Dennis McAlister is now
better, after the sore throat trou-
ble he was having.
Just a reminder from your eye
specialists to take care of your
eyes. You can walk on wooden
legs, you can chew with false
teeth, but you cannot see with
glass eyes.
Remember, if you go to church
regularly, living in America will
mean more to you. Try and see if
it doesn't.
With the holidays coming, you
should have some news. Call me
at 2934161.
• PIERCE STATION
By Mn. Charles Lowe
Chapel Hill and Johnson Grove
churches will have a joint Thanks-
giving service at Chapel Hill Wed-
nesday night. There will be a pot-
luck dinner preceding the service.
Rev. McDonald, from Mayfield,
brought the message at eleven
o'clock last Sunday morning at
Johnson Grove, in the absence of
the pastor, Rev. Jack Rushin, who
is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Whitehead, of
Martin, spent Sunday with their
daughter, Mrs. Almus Polsgrove.
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith spent
last Monday night in Paducah with
the Wallace Cunningham family.
Mrs. Jack Lowe and Mrs. Frank
Ferguson visited Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Copeland, near Mayfield, last
Wednesday.
Mrs. Ann Whitnel, Mrs. Lillian
Williams and Mrs. Nora Alexander
visited Mrs. Charles Lowe last
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob DeMyer enter-
tained with a dinner last Tuesday
night. Guests were: Roberta De-
Myer, Paula Long, Jack Matthews,
Mrs. Jack Rushin, James and Jean-
nie.
I want to thank the many friends
for the rememberances on my 81st
birthday last Friday. The 55 cards,
gifts and many telephone calls
were greatly appreciated.
INDIAN OR El
Manufacture of iron products
used in house construction—nails,
rods, bars and hinges—began so
early in Kentucky that men dig-
ging ore required a guard to pro-
tect them from marauding Indians.
Health Insurer Attacks Adage
Of "Feed Cold, Starve Fever"
If you've been applying the adage
"feed a cold and starve a fever"
to your colds and other minor win-
ter ailments, forget it.
It's sometimes better, in fact, to
do the opposite, say medical spec-
ialists.
When you have a cold and aren't
really hungry, they advise, don't
eat excessively; your condition is
particularly conducive to stomach
upset. And don't be afraid of tak-
ing extra nourishment when you
have a fever. You'll be replacing
calories burned by higher body
temperatures.
Your best bet, is to eat well-
balanced meahi at all times. That
will help you inaintain the good
geenral health that gives you an
edge in combating the common
cold, a malady that plagues some
20 million Americans on any given
winter day.
In a public service pamphlet
titled "Cold Facts About the Com-
mon Cold," the insurance company
doctors offer these additional tips
to help prevent colds and minimize
their discomfort when they do
strike:
1. To reduce chances of getting a
cold, steer clear of cold sufferers
and don't use their towels, drink-
ing glasses, or eating utensils.
Avoid cold drafts, wet feet, and fa-
tigue.
a Practice good personal hy-
gine. Always wash your hands be-
fore preparing or eating food.
3. Maintain sufficient humidity
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in your home and, if possible, in
your office, especially during the
winter heating season. A dry nose
and throat contributes to the possi-
bility of infection.
4. If a cold strikes, don't experi-
ment with pills and medicines re-
maining from previous illnesses or
with remedies recommended by
friends. Many more serious illness-
es will imitate the early symptoms
of a cold. All colds are not alike
and what's right for one may not
be for another.
- 5. Blot, don't blow your nose.
Blowing the nose may force infec-
tion into the sinuses, prolonging
your cold. Use disposable tissues
to blot excess mucus as necessary.
6. Get extra bed rest and keep
comfortably warm.
7. If cold symptoms persist long-
er than a few days, or if a fever
develops, call a doctor.
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure ii
wishing "Happy Birthday" to th(
following friends:
November 25: Mrs. Floyd Bow
en; November 26: Bill Bard, Loi
Elliott, Harold Henderson, C. D
Jones; November 27: Jeff Barclay
Billie Stem; November 28: Virgini;
Jones, Carl Kindred, Lynn Wil
llama;
November 29: Larry Michae
Cresson, Alan Jones, Ricky Pas
dial, Mrs. Finis Vancil, Stuat
Voeipel; November 30: Mary J(
Cashon, Kevin Work; December 1:
Billy Joe Cashon, Robert Lee, Mrs
H. N. Strong.
Shell Early For Christmas
LAND OF PLENTY
THANKSGNING FOR...
• PROSPEROUS NATION
• FOOD
• A STRONG NATION
• FREEDOM Of WORSHIP
Pages could be filled with ways that
God has blessed us, and we should be
continually thankful for God's good-
ness. At this time, however, we should
pause from our daily workday habits
and in unison, give special thanks to
God, that we still have freedom of
worship.
Attend church this Thanksgiving
weekend
The Church is God's appointed agency in this world
for spreading the knowledge of His love for man and
of His demand for man to respond to that love by
loving his neighbor. Without this grounding in the
love of Cod, no government or society or way of life
will long persevere and the freedoms whkh we hold
so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even from
a selfish point of view, one should support the Church
for the sake of the welfare of himself and his family.
Beyond that, however, every person should uphold
and participate in the Church because it tells the truth
about man's life, death and destiny; the truth which
alone will set him free to live as a child of God.
Coleman Adv. Serv.
•
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THIS SERIES OF CHURCH ADS IS
ASSOCIATION AND IS SPONSORID
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton Phone 472-3951
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-1303
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
See us for all your insurance needs
231 Main St. Phone 472-1341
PURE MILIC COMPANY
At the store or at your door
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-3311
E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky. Union City, Tenn.
South Fulton, Tem
.01•1•.
THE t,n tz.t..14S BANK
Make our beak your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone 236-1651
BEING PUBLISHED THROUGH THEI COOPERATION OF THR LOCAL MINISTBRIAL
BY MB UNDIRSIGNED INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS itasrmrriotis
Hickman - Fulton Co's. R. E. C. C.
"Live Bettor Elecielcally"
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc
Kentucky Ave., Fulton Phone 472-1471
Travelers Inn Restaurant
Peatvring Home-Made Piss
Special Sunday Dinner
JET LANES
Special rates to Church groups
119 Fourth St. Phone 472-14M
Henry L Segel Company, Inc.
Pollees and Seulk Felten
William Ward. Livestock
We buy and sell daily
Morris St; S. Fulton Phone 471-2162
Airlene Gem Co. of Fulion. be.
Butane and Propane gas dealer
Pullen, Ky.
SMALLMAN SHEET METAL
Lomax gas furnaces, air conditioners;
all-electrk heat pump; electric furnace.
SEARS
Shop by Phone Phone 011-14116
South Fulton, Tenn.
Billy and Ann's Flowerland
210 Commercial Phone 472-1114
Quality Service
MARINE OIL COMPANY
West Stale Lino Poulton, Ky.
Methodists Plan
Revival Starting
November 28th
Bishop Arthur J. Moore, world-
renowned evangelist, author; and
former President of the Methodist
Church Board of Missions, will be
Is Fulton next week to conduct re-
vival services at First Methodist
Church.
The revival will begin Sunday,
November 23, with Bishop Moore
speaking at the 11:00 a. m. service,
and again at 7:30 p. m. M
through Friday, services will be
held at 7:00 a. In. and 7:30 p. in.
Prof. Robert K. Barr of Murray
State College will direct -the music
for the series of meetings, and the
adult choir of the church- will sing
each evening. Rev. W. T. Barnes
is pastor of the church.
Bishop Moore held pastorates in
San Antonio, Texas, and Birming-
ham, Alabama, . before he was
named a bishop in 1930. As "an
ambassador of Methodism." Bishop
Moore has held assignments in
thirty-one different nations. He
served as President of the Board
of Missions from 1939 to 1960, and
was President of the Council of
Bishops for the term 1951-52. He has
also been Chairman of the church's
Southeastern Jurisdictional Coun-
cil. He is the author of five boors.
Bishop Moore holds degrees from
Emory University, Central College
in Missouri, Asbury College, Flor-
ida Southern, Randolph-Macon,
and Southwestern in Georgetown,
Texas. He holds a Phi Beta Kappa
Key and is a 32nd degree Mason.
All residents of this area are in-
vited to take advantage of the op-
portunity of hearing this noted
evangelist here next week.
GO TO c:iircn SUN) v
AND AWAY THEY GO with a somber and prayerful thought that when the gift beim being loaded in a
truck donated by the Fulton Wholesale Florist arrive in Viet Nam the recipients will know that the folks in
Fulton are "on their side.' Left to right are John Jackson, Charles Dixon and Sonny Puckett.
FULTON BAND—
(continued from Page One)
one Uniform to spare.
This group of children is working
frantically to make themselves a
first place winning band and even
trying to help raise some of the
money themselves by selling ba-
nana bags, raking leaves, etc.
These efforts are all appreciated,
but it takes a lot of leaf raking to
raise $2500.00 for instruments
alone.
This year is the first year in
many when any major instru-
ments have been purchased, so the
lack is a long standing one.
Fulton is a remarkable place in
that it supports all projects and
lets none go begging. Now the
band is needing help from every-
one in any amount to help make
them a winning band and an organ-
ization in which the whole com-
munity can feel pride.
The treasurer, L. M. McBride,
reported that the band has receiv-
ed donations, from Mrs. M. W.
Haws, Mrs. C. H. Myers, Mr.
Frank Welch, Elks Club, Weet Ful-
ton PTA, YIIIBC, Fulton Board of
Education and Rev. John Plait.
Don't fortet the band will be in
Union City's Christmas Parade, so
go see them and give them home-
town support
Within These Circles Live The Nicest People
In The World...
The Listeners Of WFUL -AM
And WFUL -FM.
News From Our
Boys In The
SERVICE
Pvt, Worley
Pvt. Ruth E. Worley, daughter
of Mrs. Veneita Worley, 510 N.
College, Fulton, Ky., completed
eight weeks of basic military train-
ing at the Women's Army Corps
Center, Fort McClellan, Ala., Nov.
19. During the training, Private
Worley received instruction in
Army history and traditions, ad-
ministrative procedures and mili-
tary justice. She attended Fulton
High School.
COME AGAIN!
Mrs. Lillian Cate left Saturday
for her home in Nashville, after
spending a few days with her
father, N. G. Cooke.
NOTEBOOK—
(Continued from Page One)
a family whose business went to
pot becauso the family abandoned
everything to help another family
In dire need. How about that?
A death or illness in a family
finds neighbors bringing in more
food than can be consumed by an
Army. A tragedy or an incident of
hard luck even finds relatives and
friends building houses, harvesting
and planting crops. Yes, this is the
valley of kindness when a fellow
needs a friend.
In politics, business, sports and
other competition we can all be
means as ... , but you let a fellow
get down and out through no fault
of his own and the town's right
there at his side.
Yup, maybe we've been too busy
helping our fellowman to get rich
... and to grow ... but gee, we're
sure having a lot of fun!
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Fulton High School Freshmen Lead
All Classes Listed On fluor Roll
The Freshmen at Fulton fuel
School led all other classes in the
number of students making the
honor roll for the second six weeks
period, J. M. Martin, principal,
announced today.
The requirement for the honor
roll is for the student to be making
all A's and B's.
SENIORS
Boys
Leslie Cheatham, Rodney Foster,
Wayne Lohaus.
Girls
Betty Beadles, Anita Bondurant,
Lynn Dallas, Letha Exum, Laura
Helley, Jeanie Hinton, Mary Eliza-
beth Mitchell, Judy Olive, Mary Jo
Pawlukiewicz, Carole Pigue, Sara
Jane Poe, Peggy Reams, Cheryl
Underwood, Cecelia Wright.
JUNIORS
B•Y*
Mike Campbell, Steve Henderson,
Steve Jones, Buddy Myers, John
Reed.
Girls
• Joyce Thorpe.
SOPHOMOR ES
Boys
Denzel L. Dukes, David Dunn,
Glenn Fry, James Treas.
Girls
Susan Crittenden, Roma Foster,
Cynthia fk•mra, Patricia • Ray,
JnYce Tucker, Mary Jo We4thel-
ing. "
F hh,9
Boys Its '
Terry Dallas, Stephen Dukes,
Mike Gilbert, Avery Hancock,
Charles Hefley, David Jones, Stan-
ley Jones, Stanley &tate, Bill
Smith, David Winston, James Mc-
Carthy.
Girls
Rita Adams, Jen Ray Browder,
Gail Bualtart, Susan CaldwelL.Bila
Cash, Dee Fields, Cathy Hyland,
Joy Lynn Abe, Ttna Jolley, Waye
Mann, Patricia McClure, Kathy
Meacham, Kathy Meketi, Sharon
Moore, Nan Myers, Donna W4
Debby Wheeler.
STUDENTS MAKING ALL A'S
Betty Beadles,—Senier; Laura
Hefley,—Senior: Jeanie Hinton,—
Senior; Sara Jane Poe, — Senior;
Peggy Reams, —Senior; Steve
Jones,—Junior; Denzel Dukes, —
Sophemore; Cynthia Homra,—
Sophomore; Joyce Tucker, —Soph-
omore; Rita Adams,—Freshman;
Susan Caldwell,—Freshman; Tina
Jolley,—Freshman; Donna Wall,—
Freshman; Debby Wheeler, —
Freshman.
Honor Students
At South Fulton
Are Announced
K. M. Winston, principal of South
Fulton elementary school is today
announcing the list of students who
made the honor roll for the second
six weeks of school. They are:
All As — Eighth Grade
Jan Clement, Richard Connansh-
ton, Dianne Frields, Carmen Gard-
iner, Janet Taylor, Bonita Burrow,
Deborah Tharp, Amanda Newton.
Seventh Grade
Jackie Rollie, Mike McKinney,
Tommy Taylor.
Sixth Gredo
Larry Jamison, Linda Pickering,
James Paul Johnson.
3.5 Standing
Eighth Grade
Jerry Moeller, Orville Carter,
Robert Neeley, David Robey, Carol
Coates, Scarlet Cranford, Pat
Adams, John Douglas, Jackie
Wood.
Sweends. Grade
Donna Collier, Denise Coleman,
Ricky Brown, David G. Puckett,
Penelope Winston, Judy Connell,
Edie Maynard, Deborah Hodges.
Sixth Grade
Debra Cashion, Rosen House,
Paula Hutchens, Martha Moore,
Robert Powell, Vicky Vaughn,
Mike Milner, Cathy Owens, Lionel
McCollum, David Newton, " Jane
Green, Mary -listee Cannon, Kim
Owen, Bobby Joe Was, Dale
Townsend, Patty Parrish, Lisa
Dunn.
11444  
VISITOR MERE
Mrs. Virginia Gaultney, of Cor-
inth, Miss., has returned to her
home after a few days visit with
relatives in Fulton, while enroute
from a visit in Lexington with her
daughter.
Yep ever'body
is a hootin' an'
hollerin' for a
tasty bottla of
that good ol•
MOUNTAIN DEWI
BOTTLED BY THE PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF FULTON
at work from kinder-
gartmen and grads schoolam is al-
ways • welcome 1.11 fir imod.grand-
perms% and ft has ti edrad value
of Wag a 
projectck 
most cha-
rism eery.
Any younpter old masegh to
handle a pair of blunt-end scissors
and a pencil can create an original
ches for Christmas gift-giving.the scisson and pencil, all
biell and is adhesive coverin, in
rakes odors and penerns, a Ist-
weight piece of cardboard and 'hi,
imagination.
Mother andt 
can choose the =IL=
am have a cat? Dose Greadra ha
boats? Would both nee portraits of
I
Rose Wreath Decor
Adds Holiday Cheer
I For a DCW and easy Chrismsasstraight pins to make the Christmaslocal wire, • styrofoans circk, anddecorating touch, try Kimberly. Rasewreaths. All it takes is facial name,meth of deliasseloaking tissue
raw This year you ma we while
Cheraw tissues covered with a
drags of red and green pies boughs.
Begin each rose with two tissues.
Lay dam out fit, overlapping shout
an lack and • MK and fold dams
1 111 8•11 Isegtherise. Fold dims
i nein_ this time only
Missabort five to seven small
al dr way argon
accardine st ass end of the
thstest
suse weep
&eel wire die esma.
To stekesseseedie=ch the
Ilbes mess to a radeirstedght pies. metres the
*de, the bigot the
immZi rose wtesdis are sturdyto use modem on paches
emearad from the window, and al
alma indoors in wthdranisc; an
doors amend pieces.
it al ador seywas.
5.
eeseto-fdlow directions
tolloolo. bamilludors'ir C:IirP6=
send 25 coots to
P.O.
Boa 5l, Nesash, iscoosie, for
"Prawn, Me, and Gadgets," a
booklet anspiste with illustretions
and penerms.
HINTS FOR
HOMEMAKERS
HOLIDAY
Grandparents Treasure Most
Tot's 'Made it Myself' Gift
Gifts from the grandchildren that
say, "I made it myself," are the oases
that brighten the holiday season
most for Grandma and Grandpa.
And the child who kerns early
that araing his own gifts gives •
Lectimedsessaing to the Isolicky, hasthe real spirit of ane-
mia:rot
themselves as seen through the eyes
of an eight-year old? Discuss sev-
eral ideas, covering the interests of
both giver and receiver.
Then have the child trace his
picture on a piece of papa before
deciding on the color combinatice.
A happy pre-holiday excursion will
be a trip to the store with mother to
pick out the Marvalon adhesive
covering colors or patterns that
match his artistic efforts.
Each section of the original draw-
ing should be cut out, then traced
on the Marvalon backing sheet. Be-
fore removing the backing, let him
position his picture on cardboard.
Section by section, he can then re-
move the backing and press the ad-
hesive covering in place. The final
touch, of course, is adding his sig-
nature to the masterpiece.
And • special finishing toexpuewch
from Mother might be an
eve picture Irma perhapsom
pointed es mach the color
tics ef the natal fry an.
Easeesem adhesive covering
eliminates pane pot smodscrnorturaret,
week younglistar. and
tra ama dudas the 1= rawest an
day, the pride of your
geode schooler will
be led only by that of the &-
biked minket
end batons' Sant
Is Early Preparadn
Hera an sone bins to me time
and cut work in the busy hours be-
fore a holiday party.
Prepare as much of your censor-
pieceota petals early in the thy.
pea seder to
Swam es balk gepa towels will
cora in bark. Wrap dempased
tenth to keep
*as
amp
dim. Aadmadowebie-leyet
iptridiverwere, toe.
paper weeds whets you
_ Whoa preporiag food for the
party, use throwaway paper towels
Farwipitig spills, deeming table and
mums tops, and draitu
tables and feed foods, as es for
drying kends.
Tissues Ail later Nviii
Wintry cold means steamed-up
wM&Ihiddi and fogged glasses. Un-
fortunately, it also means soseres
and ladles. For • handy answer for
all these problems, keep a box ofjunior-size Kleenex tissues in the
car. Hold it on the visor with two
large rubber bands, so tissues are
easily reached for any situation.
Pit bull be
C eam Salliewles
at aN Om,
Bid HAMBURG! NS swear
.THICK SHAN NS ninon feel
FISH SANDWICHIS .
FRENCH PRINS
• .ostiln 
BANDS
WWI ibetertain On
Thera and Sat. Nights
And Try Our '
Ho-Made C11111
Disands Are A 6irl's Bost hind
klit — DADDY DON'T FORGET —
Till SPARKLE OP
CUT CRYSTAL
WILL MARI HER CHRISTMAS
SRIGHTIR THAN SVORI
The Diamond Brilliance Of Our
Beautiful Cut Crystal Bowls, De-
canters and Wine Glaues, Cream-
ers and Pitchers Are Breathtaking.
It's Expensive, Daddy, But Beauti-
ful.
We'll Be Glad To lay-A-Way
Or Charge A Treasure That She
• Will Alwyn tthends.
aRLAX C DINS WITS US CHILI SHOPPING.
tiPT, ANTIGUN 11 MONS ruistswina oar
PRONE 4Tf1241 SOUTI ruktge TESS.
W F U Lel
WITH YOH
IN TUNS
ALWAYS
RA 1
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UNION CITY win,cous — When U.S. Ben. Noes 110•11 °VI°
and his wife, Avenel, visited in Union City Friday afternoon,
two of the first to welcome the pair were U.S. ItsP. Serail
FARM BUREAU OFFICERS . . . The top amisials
of the Kentucky Perm Bureau Federation chatted
with new proddeat Louis?. lion, second from left,
after his election last week in Louisville. Others are
Ky. Fann Buntau
Convention Ends;
!son New President
Kentucky Farm Bureau dde-
gates would up their nth maid
conventim at the Kentucky Ho-
tel io Lansve with the elec-
tion of Louis F. loon IS, a
Mercer Comity keener, to suc-
ceed Jack Welch. Owentoe, as
president.
Earlier, the delesetas adopted
more thee 35 topewrillea pages
of resolutions cover* the or-
pion on about
every phase of farm life, as
weR an oppontion to raped of
the "right-to-work" law and
higher SOCial Security rates and
supped for U. S. troops Ii Vim
Nem.
Only • fair at the resolutions
were debited, but one &kids.
Domain W. Penick, Logan Osen-
ty, asked that the orweinthen
and the American Fenn Bureau
Federation wort with the Nation-
at Merbetiog Commiesion In stu-
dying mertheting margins of
fann product'.
"Somebody Is manes a good
peva out of farm products,"
he end, adding that he recently
reed a report that some meet
handlers make up to MO profit
on a 500-pound bed careen.
ison, the oronintion's new
president, owns and operand a
eleacre tobacco end livestock
farm neer Herrodeborg. He
formerly was fir* vice-presi-
ded end. was alio chairmen of
Mm tobeceo COMMifter.
Other new qffiegre 1111% Lucian
Isbell, Ftaton County, Bret vies
president, and J. Hobert Wade.
flinmeon County, wood vies
president.
New directors are Billy Smith,
MulTaY; Ernie Quinn, tHopldas
County; Ray Mackey, Sonora;
Vernon 'Taylor, Bracken County;
Mrs. Hugh Thinner, Fayette
CoontY; Bob Broadbat, Thu
Count', and Claude Costive.
Trenkfmt.
Birthday le December ??
ir
77ME ro
RENEW
YOuR ,
DR/VERS'
Z/CIA/SE
SCUD
1101111
Of interest to tiomsinakers
A. Everett (left) and attorney Charles Fields. I% neater,
who will be a candidate for re-election next year, has bees
touring the slate on a fence-mending mission.
J. -Robert Wade, left, Simgman County, second vico-
president; John W. boon, right, Louisville, execu-
tive secretary and treasurer, and Lucian Isbell, Ful-
ton County, first vice-president
Official Speaks
Attbiou Dec. 8
W. A. Bradfield, director of
public relations at Freed-
Hardman college, will speak at
the Mon Church at Christ
Wedeeeday night, Dec. 0, at ?3•0
• at the subject, "Problems
Facing Youth." At 7 p.m., be
will show calmed slides at the
Treed-Hardman college cam-
pus and activities. Both old and
yeast are invited to come and
hear the lecture and nee the
colored glides. He will have
Information about the Mid-South
Youth Camp,
Mr. Besdfield has been ',-
sedated with Freed-Herdsman
college for mom than 16 years.
Ile ins edited th. Freed-Hartn-
man Alesangrang glace 15E0.
He has preached the gospel in SO
slates end the District of
Colombia, and has published
more than S million copies or
25 gospel tracts. In ISM, be
pdgialted a multipurpose book
entitled '4111redfie1d's Sermon
Oulliasee• with many extra na-
tures.
leigh-laprint Tissues
Liven Christmas Scene
This year there's something sc
dal to add a decorative touch
the holidays. Kleenex Christmas es-
suesa seasonal red, green and
gold
, 
box, will add sparkle to guest
rooms, bedrooms,kitchens and bath-
rooms.
The tissues themselves can per-
form all kinds of holiday duties
beyond their conventional ones.
Printed with a red and green bough
design, they're pretty enough to
wrap around cups at a holiday egg-
nog party. And be sure to keep a
box min the mistletoe'
Up A Crick
MOREHEAD, Ky. — TIn
data processing madding at
Morehead State Wises grain
to a halt recently buten one
student listed his address as
"two miles up 'Turkey Creek."'
Data processors had coded
every post office hi Kentucky
but thorn was no code for such
an address.
FBI Probing
Auto Thefts
Dealers implicate
Chaadler Beard
• used car dealer In Plain-
ville said today that Chandler
0. Beard, longtime Northwest
sato dealer and truck tummy
operator, sold him eight auto-
mobiles which the Federal
Ileetme at lateatigation says
awe stoke.
The sidement was made kl
the •seoclated Press by D. D.
Bissieser Jr., owner at Nashpa
villa's Economy Motor Co.,'
who saws iti• cars at $110,000.
The FBI has launched aa
=Il 
b
e a large-scale auto
into whet b0000s
EiNg catritamie Twee
dm.
The Probe is expected to
owlish now to Weald,' county
ether' several auto dealers have
reverted buying cars from
beard. One of the dealers
M Bin Beard, one tithe owners
at Beard's Chevrolet Co. in
Martin, who reported be has
jibrelmeed Mae cars this year
from Chandler Beard, a cas-
aba
Two ether Martin dealers,
Jack Dolma and J. -B. Coley,
said they purchased six cars
from Chandler Beard alum the
arat of the year Lad that tow
It the cars bamboos confirmed
as seam
um. ?El If check oaths
ethers right son," Coley said.
Several other oars add by
bard to various dealers also
we be clinked by the FBI,
tt boor-beot reported.
The PEI has declksed Ga-
ds' comma on the case tad
no charges have yet Mom tiled.
Crowd Of 700
Pays Tribute
To Fronk Clement
MORENITOWN,
— • kipartiasa crowd mamas.
ils:1114:114=alattwealg
ill1114lolows said Nay tatod
dhedd again seek pills cake.
Morristown Mayor C. Prods
Davie presented Clement villa
hey to the city end mosboweil
Alia it WOO might at At last
do the arsela.
Former ass. Nowbelet 5.
Mallen
• 
D-Tess., reesived as
osealleatio at appreetallostrom
Chaneat and urged the sow.
ear la "slay in public eilletho'
Avirl= 11110 odor stateriecceed kinself, did
thetinalie asp oessent oa his fe-
line pita& pleas.
aT
al MILT=
4.1•1111hris
Ts Pai Os
I 
LOW COST AUTO LOANS
gm $100
TEAS SUM MOM
&ills Ism Bed Ill /o
Ilm hi SW Ilime Toe INA
City Na_ Bank
Holiday
Gift
Card
•vid I ail cliao#1
teat (otte6•••
Want to get a head start on your Holiday
shopping? Then stop in and see us! With
every drycleaning order you'll get a special
Gift Card which entitles you to purchase,
at far below retail, any of ten wonderful
brand-name items for only $4.951 It's our
way of showing you our appreciation for
your business at this festive time of year. .
and, hopefully, to take a liftle of the frantic
feeling out of Holiday *bopping! Stop in
soon and let us say..
9‘sr-
OX-P'evadaut
LMINDRY AND CIMANEMIL IRE.
218 E. State Lino Ph*. 412-1700.
1{
 EmommiN=11 411111111,' 
•••••••••••••
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SCNIIIMA011 — Union Mrs
Goleta Torpedoes scrinunaged
FuItca Tuesday ariarnooa laths
local amanshanandtzt
much 111131esivesess Ia
up an easy victory. Above,
three UC men gave Gasman
facing the camera) corner a
Fulton player and relieve klai
at the ball. Below, Rick F
puts one
MAKE ON STONE YOUR
NE-STOP NEAIIIIIIIITERS
RIO ALL YOUR
1111MAY SIFT & PARTY NESS!
IN US IMP YOU SAARI
YOUR OIFT DIMING SAM
11110 14 YOUR UST
AND WI Wall ill HAM TO
HIRP YOU /AARE
11 THE KEG
r
" a
IDIAL 'RUCTIONS
O1 LIQuORS
Christmas
Special
a% DISCOUNT
on
OVERCOATS,
TOPCOATS
. . . all the latest styles
. . . all the newest fabrics
. . all at prices that are
'tops' in value
Better come in soon before a brisk,
wind catches you unprepared
Oft"4144 Weese'd 70e4ve
"The dere ter men who dress with carpi!,
220 Main Street, Fulton
Central Rebels Down
South Fulton's Devils
Centrel's Rebels oudganamt
South Fulton's Devils in a pair
of cage games played at South
Fulton Tuesday night.
The Central girls rolled to
a 52-27 victory while the boys
had to battle aUthe way to take
a 43-33 win.
Leading the Central girls
were Kay Robinson with 15
points and Rosemary Thompeon
with 22.
South Fulton Coach "Wyatt
Cunningham said that dupla
his girW loss he was well
pleaned with their performance.
"Our forwards are inexper-
limed. We played right
with them all the way except
for the scoring. The only di&
ference was they were hitting
and we weren't," he said.
Of the Central girls he said,
"'They have as good an offense
as there is anywhere. However
their guards are a little Inex-
perienced.
South Fulton's boys hit the
floor with a brand new team
after all five starters graduated
last year. Coach Cerdnibam
thinks Charles Ilbeissa, who
stands 64, is a good premed
and be praised Ans Gonnees
play on the bards.
The Central team presaged
all the easy and, with about *roe
minutes to go, collected an a
Rives Teams
Split With
South Fulton
Rives elementary teams
split a doubleheader with visit-
ing South Fulton Monday night.
The Pantherettes came on
strong with a 20-point lead at
halftime to take a 51-30 deci-
sion. Emily Thompson sdored
a cool 33 points to lead the win-
ners. In the nightcap South
Fulton won 31-311.
South Fulton's superior
height paid off In a hard-fought
game with the lead changing
hands. Rives led U-8 in the
first period and 16-13 at half-
time. The junior Red Devils
rallied, holding the Panthers
scoreless while gaining IC
points in the third period.
South Fulton
Is Downed
The Palmersville Pirates
roiled over South Fulton in a
basketball game at South Fulton
Friday might, 66-39, for their
fifth win of the season. South
Fulton won the girls' game,
41-38.
Palmers•illes' Frank
Wright led the charge with 31
points. Gary Montgomery add-
ed 12 as the winners led at
the half, 37-14.
Perry Sneed paced South
Fulton with 18 points as the
Red Devils are winless in twb
games.
T e rb s a Pennington and
Brenda Archer sank 15 and U
points each for the South
Fulton sextet. Linda Pentecost
was high for Palmersville with
23 points.
Christmas Parade
Short On Floats
Float entries for the forth-
coming Union City Christmas
Parade have been slaw in
coming in and parade planners
said today only six have been
received to date.
"Colorful floats help to
make a parade and especially
a Christmas parade," Howard
Burns, parade chairman, said
today.
Mr. Burns emphasised that
each club or other orginization
entering a float will receive a
$30 check the night of the parade
to help in the construction costs.
"This is in addition to any
casts prizes the floats might
win," Mr. Burns said. Four
prises — $75, $50, $25 and $15
— are being offered to Union
City floats. Out-of-town floats
will be judged for two prises,
$50 and $25. Commercial floats
will be accepted but will not
compete for prises.
The deadline for entering
floats has been set for Mon-
day, Nov. 112, and those desiring
to enter a float are urged to
call Dr. Charles Denaburg, 885-
0541, immediately.
The parade will be held
Thursday, Dec. 2, beginning
at 730 p.m. Several bands,
at least th-ee drill teams
and other units will be fea-
tured, along with the ap-
pearance of Miss Tennessee,
Miss Marcia Murray of Paris.
I Stocking Stutters
If filling the stockings hung by
the chinnic with care is Your
happy task, oue's • thought for an
extra stockist " sniffer: Add one or
two &boatel) colored pastel purse
packs of Kleenex tissues to the girls'
stockings and give pocket pecks so
the men in your family.
one-ana.ane situation which put
them &bast four smuts, ahead.
This, Coach Cunainghase feels,
was the turning point. Re said
his NAP had to lake chances
to try to get the bsflaidla
dang so committed fouls and
floor ialelakea.
Per Central Ray Petty with
21 pante ems thelsading scorer
while Wesson had 10 for South
Fulton.
Central 51 South Fulton 27
F
-Robinson 25 Archer 9
F-Thompeon 13 Pennington 7
F-Page Jones
G- White Neeley
Cs- Handley Collier
G-Ilayes Forehand
flubstitues: Ceatral — Hart
5, McCullough, Stover, Mays,
Tucker, Davis, Rice, Pride,
Witharspoos, Orr, Gray. South
Falba — Brown, 6, MaybaU,
Hamilton 3, Dowdy, Velar 3,
Whitlock, Netherland, Long„
Morris,
BOYS
Central 43 South Full= NI
F-Rohtneon 1 lased
F
-Petty 11 Canner
C-Malbre 2 Munece 10
G-Barris 12 ROM 6
G
-Forrester 2 Campbell 5
Matthias: Central — Con-
ner lariat 5, Autry, Lewis.
—Pa
SHOTGUNS
WE BUY.
SELL and TRADE
Both New & Used
Shotguns, Pistols. Rifles
LEADER
ATHLETIC AND
PORTING GOOD
WHOLESALE a RETAIL
FULTott. KY.
SL Nary Thanksgiving Tournament
Th. First Annual ix Mar! liTheniaL' la"meat will be played on Nov. 25. 28 and r at Mary's
new school in Paducah. Ey. Fulton High will play St.Mary in the first round on Thanksgiving night at 8:45
In.
Advanced tkiets for the Thanksgiving night mis-
sion are on sale at Fulton High School thru Wednesdayat noon of this week.
Student .75 — Adult $1.00 — Reverted $1.50
Reidland
Thur Nov. 25
1:00 P. M.
Farmington 
Ballard Co. 
Thur Nov. 25
2:45 P. M.
Livingston
Friday
Nov 26
7:00 P. M.
Lowes
Thur Nov. 25
7:00 P. M.
Hickman Co. 
Fulton 
Thur Nov. 25
8:45 P. M.
St. Mary
•
Friday
Nov. 26
8:45 P M.
Sat. Nov. 27
Consolation
7:00 P. M.
Finals
8:45 P. M.
•
A special purchase brings you terrific savings on
thousands of yards of quality fabrics. Come in
today and select your fall needs!
Regular $1.19
PRINTED
CORDUROY
Washable cotton corium In
strip's, plaids and geometric*.
led, green, tan, brown, blue
and gray. 37 and 39 inches
wide.
Regular $1.19
SPORTSWEAR
PLAIDS
88!
Tames, typo WWIs seems
2-ply fabric In checks, plaids
and worldwide. Drip dry and
water repellent poplin. Blue,
brown,wizsa amd km. 45
incites
REG. 590 DRIP-DRY PRINTS
Washable cottons that need little or no ironing.
Floral and geomeirk patterns hi pretty color com-
binations. for house coats, robes, dresses, aprons
and curtains.
Regular 69c
Silk-Tone
Cotton Prints
49
Medium to large floral pat-
terns in pretty color combina-
tions of green, brown, Mee,
blue and gray. 35° wide.
Regular $1.19
Wash 'n Wear
CREPES
59‘
50% Armin% rayon crepe
with ammo reelatant perma-
nent finish. Washable mime
hi black, red, brown, least,
white and royal. dir wide.
54" LAMINATED FABRICS — SHORT LENGTHS
1 to 8 yard pieces. Wool blends, combed cottons $ 00
and blends. Assorted seise solids, stripes Gad
checks, Outerwear and dress weights.
-..1•••" 411F 
I k
4
4.
«0
.04.:1141111111 )%kpeepo
Jo • ,..#6,1
so,
• IN
Wahl
Slide
No FIN
Unice
No. Bt
Itel•
Vice
No. EN
Rut 1
Ul
1st $
hies
Frost
No. BC
Reg. $
Nits
No. 61
Rot $
Disk
No. FF
Reg. $
K. HOPARA'S
Lake Stzeet Fulton
PORTRAIT SPECIAL
For AN 11* 14
lIST POITIAIT
Pins 50c Handling Charge
E. W. James and Sons
Tues. Nov. 30
and 
Wed. ec. 1
Haan 12 noon to 7 p. m.
D 
FREE Borars—aring this ad for a 1908 (slander
with your baby's photo on U.
silks 17 Ca. Ft. Chest Freezer.
No. 1181750.
kg. 2229. Now $292
Ilmiee 23 Cs. Ft Chest Freezer.
No. 814235D.
Reg $275. Now $242
Win 23 Ca. Ft. Upright Freezer.
Ils. 8811-23S.
ht. Un- Now $254
Oak* 15 Cm. Ft Ceshimmtime
Frestless Relripratearsemer.
No. BCT-145F.
Reg. 1339. Now $293
Nice 12 Cu. Ft Refrigerator.
No. 80-1258
Reg. $199. Now $175
Wise Fermice-Tep Aeleimade
Dishwasher.
No. FF58.
is,. $199. Salo $178
FREE $11.95
Spice & Herb Set
with whose of
slut* or ps range
Ishii hors.
Nkreilmtie Tetem-Cested
Beet* Fry Pat
Ns. 1187/3-50.
Nsg• WA. Now $14.95
lest Beni *Co Pereelater.
is.9304.
let $12.95. New $9.98
Mr Metric Com Opens.
No. 504-08.
$12.95. Now $10.45
10" Telisa-Ctstmd
Almoimme Fry Pet
No. C-7040-50. Daly $1.69
Timm Issehemst Metric Nester.
No. 8837.
kg. $29.95. Now $21.95
Steak* Mem* Mar
Iniaw.
CO-14.
iug.$44. Now in
itaiits
Pow
is. OP-1012.
In. $215. New ;155
:bate Y NP Cemeerte
=ti Jo* Fest-Velve &
Fulton, Ky.
DAY OF DEDICATION AND PRAYER FOR
THOSE RISKING THEIR LIVES FOR
PEACE IN VIET-NAM
By the President of the United States of America a Proclamation:
WHEREAS, in assisting the people of South Viet Nam to resist
unprovoked aggression, the United States and other nations are carry-
ing on the honored tradition of defending a people's right to freedom;
and
WHEREAS the purpose of the United States in Viet Nam is to help
to open the way for social justice in place of unprovoked aggression and
peace instead of war; and
WHEREAS there can be no social justice or economic progress with-
out security from external attack and from terror in the night; and
WHEREAS the Government of the United States remains ready
without condition for the international discussions that can lead to lasting
peace; and
WHEREAS it is the sense of the Congress in S. Res. 159 and H.
Res. 626 that it would be fitting for the President to set aside a national
day of remembrance dedicated to those Americans who are committing
their lives, blood and energies in the defense of world peace.
Now, THERE' )RE, I, LYNDON B. JOHNSON, President of the United
States of America, do hereby designate Sunday, November 28, •1965,
as a day of dedication and prayer, honoring the men and women of
South Viet Nam, of the United States, and of all other countries, who
are risking their lives to bring about a just peace in South Viet Nam.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this sixth day of November in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and sixty-five, and of the
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one hundred
and ninetieth.
LYNDON B. JOHNSON
Secretary of State
Dishwasher-Sink Package
Gives Your Kitchen A New Look!
Within this year, more than
five million American home
owners will complete major
remodeling projects to make
their homes more spacious,
more comfortable, more con-
venient, and attractive.
Most families who invest in
remodeling projects find that
they have the opportunity to
enjoy the results of everyday
living, and then when the
time comes to sell their homes,
they get the investment back
through the homes' increased
market value. Although some
of these remodeling projects
will involve quite large sums
of money and extensive re-
building, a great many need
not be at all expensive.
Take your kitchen, for in-
stance. Giving your kitchen a
"new face" can be easier and
less expensive than you think.
To give your entire kitchen a
bright, new modern look with-
out extensive remodeling, you
can replace your old 48-inch
sink with a sparkling new
KitchenAid dishwasher cab-
inet sink combination. This
combination, made by the
dishwasher experts, comprises
a gleaming white porcelain
enamel-on-steel sink top, a
white two-door storage cab-
inet, and a full-size automatic
dishwasher — all in one Coln-
pact package. If desired, the
dishwasher-sink combination
may be equipped with a stain-
less steel top.
In buying the dishwasher
sink combination, you have a
choice of two different dish-
washer models: the Superba
VariCycle top-of-the-line dish-
washer or the Custom economy
model. Both KitchenAid mod-
els have push button cycle se-
lection, choice of single or
double 4-Way wash, Sani-
Guard filtering, and Flo-Thru
drying for sparkling clean
dishes every time.
Give your kitchen a new
look!
Let us remove old summer oiL check the radiator
hose, put in antiireeie and give your car a
general
pre
-winter
check-upi
ckett Service Statism
OPIUM 24
HOURS A DAY StANDARD
ft
American upland cotton is
the most important type
produced in the United
States.
EXCHANGE
FOINITIIIIE, CO.
• Tightly-woven, rich-bodied
virgin WOOL worsteds
• Carefully and correctly tailored
for perfect At, comfort
• Colors and patterns distinguished
by quiet good taste
Smallest Gifts
Hardest to Pick
Choosing the little somethin ."
Christrnas gift for all those you'd
like to remember is sometimes more
time-consuming than making major
gift purchases.
There's the janitor, the news-
paper boy, the librarian, the young-
sters' teachers — just to start the
list.
Ideally, you want such gifts to
have the air of Christmas, to beinexpensive and not too personal.
Kleenex tissues meet the need —
Christmas tissues, white with bright
red and green boughs, for teacher,
librarian and the neighbor who gave
you a favorite recipe, and man-size
tissues for the postman, the news-
boy and the janitor.
Cushion Cookies for Mailing
Do you plan to send home-made
Christina, cookies to special people?
To be sure they arrive safe and
fresh, place two cookies back to
back and wrap in a Kleenex Christ-
mas tissue before packing. Snowy
white tissues imprinted with deli-
cate red and green boughs cushion
cookies and keep the holiday treats
intact for the lucky person who re-
ceives them.
5 to 12 p.m.
All you can eat 31.00
Children 75er
X
I) ER
COMPARE
onywhara of
You'll like the expensive-looking tailoring in
rich, purls wool worsteds . . . you'll find the
quality suit that is just right from our big selec-
tion. lest of all — you save a fistful of folding
money on this — one of America's outstanding
clothing values ... se. them nowl
Soso MD ft MO - Mow
1141 Om MI Pd. -
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a WINNER of
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Tunnel Begun In Rio
RIO DE JANEIRO—.A $12.4
million wand is ender constrnei
tion to cowed the soothers and:
northern sections of Ms tease
Mt. Corcovado. It wIll be hi mei
in 1911.
CHECK WITH USI
AR winning numbers
are now posted in
our store!
Bring in the Pfizer
Gold Rush coupon card
from the November Farm Jour-
nal, Successful Farming or Pro-
gressive Fanner.
If your number isn't posted,
you're still eligible for the
$10,000 Grand Prize!
SOIITM STA
Falba Co4poraffn
1 General Ave. I. Puttee
Pions 99-11112
Mots ykiA
604
Cloistimt witi
60 4
latit)
Mips Gift Wraps
Add Special Warmth
Here's a new idea when it's time
r wp the presents for displaynder ra the tree. Adhenve covering
end a pmir of Sail= no all you
need for unique package wrappings.
All you have to do is cm Mar-
sden adhesive meedft _se it the
gift box, peel elf the %dim and
peams the combs mikes the box.
If the has hes im anesnal shape,
Amply an a piece of Illendas to
it smelt entims Cow asp* awl
lionomes of bows elywoody. mid the
bee loaf — •
MOW totegitisCr surameses,or shoes, depending ms
Osce covered, dommeet the pack-
age. Use limeades grips of a dif-
fame odor to "tie" it. For the
to= bayou out Z.Santas,
idea,  
mow-
or other =oh of the see-
m and peen them to the gift
Package.
For personsliaed presents, at
letters to spell out a new on the
box. Wrap packages this way for
mailing, and they'll erex as pretty
as when they won shipped.- with
no bows to crash or paper to
wrinkle.
Adhesive covering comes in bright
colors and patterns of Christmas
reds and eens, winter blues and
white, many other festive huet
for 110Brley gifts.
200 New Stations
Can Supply Power
NEW YORK — An electrical
manufacturer estimates that 300
generating systems can meet
the quadrupled power needs of
the MOM Stains hi the year
2101 Although awe than 1.000
Walled Or power the nation,
11114=pima of *mil-
opacity ea& will
provide the extra oischidty de-
manded hi the new X oars.
The Christmas spirit
means giving. And
giving beautiful
jewelry to those you
love tells better than
words how very
much your family
MIMS to you.
ANDIEWS
JEWELRY STORE
Coonmorclal Aro. Fultonia
Thanksgiving Ushers
In The Eating Season
The eating season is upon us,
with Thanksgiving behind us and
Christmas just a few weeks off.
If you want to go "ail out"
(which means spending quite
a bit of time in the kitchen) •
here is a suggested menu and
ihe recipes to prepare it:
Tomato Juice Cocktail
Turkey and Dressing
Cranberry Conserve
Broccoli with Shrimp Sauce
Congealed Vegetable Salad
Orange-dite Muffins
. Meringue tarts filled with
orange and lemon ice flavored
with rum and topped with
whipped cream
Coffee
Tomato Juice Cocktail
(Serves 4)
..)smbine in a jar, shake well
and chill: 21/2 cups tomato juice,
% teaspoon grated onion, 1 tea-
spoon grated celery, % teaspoon
horseradish, 1% teaspoons lem-
on juice, dash of Worcester-
shire or Tabasco Sauce, % tea-
spoon paprika, % teaspoon salt,
% teaspoon sugar.
This cocktail is good served
hot or chilled. Curry powder,
a stick of cinnamon, tarragon,
parsley or some other beds
may be steeped in the cocktail
and strained out before it is
served.
Turkey and Dressing
This recipe comes from the
Beelby Woman's Club cookbook,
and it's originator is unknown.
Select a 10 or 12-pound turkey.
Thoroughly clean. Rub with salt
Inside and out. Cook cornbread
for dressing in quantity desired
and by a recipe the user likes.
Cut stale light bread into cubes.
The proportion of cornbread
and light bread is determined
by the taste of the coat — some
Limos halt and belt but usually
a greater proportion of corn-
Prepare celery and bell pep-
per for use by washing, Tempe
leg stem and seed from pepper
Mt strings from celery, and
that pping. Use either 2 or 3
peppers with equal amount of
=ity depends onAmount  
of dressing desired.
Add celery and PoPPor to
bread mixture. Add liquid made
of crew' of chicken soup dilut-
ed as I preparing soup. (Use
two cm of soup, at least.)
Break two or three eggs Into
mixture. Add salt and pepper
to taste. Stir and mix thorough-
ly. Add sage. Start with 1 tee
spoon and add until sage am
be smelled slightly when a
spoodol of mhtture Is held be-
neath the nose.
The dressing mixture ihould
always fall apart when spooned
up. If gummy, add a bit mars
mimed.
Place two large pieces of
aluminum foil in heavy reader,
allowing enough to cower below
completely. Place dreelbg .11
foil, sad turkey on top d as
dressing.
Cover roaster with lid. hart
cooking bird, at least IN de-
grees, snd continue to cook in
slow even until done. Cook by
stneil sad taste. If a noon meal
of turkey is planned, better
start the cooking by 6 a.m.
Boll haves of celery with
ekidtest giblets for gravy. When
meat is done, take out bones,
liver and celery leaves. Thick'
unto consistency liked br
gravy, add salt and pepper Is
taste.
Use no eggs in gravy. Use
ae edam Immure.
Carberry Cameros
Grind 1 quart cranberries.
After raw* the seeds,
grked wed add (skin and all) 1
wimp. Or is 3 cups of supr.
Piece conserve in a covered
Jur to the rettigerator. Permit
Is sit sod chill two days before
using.
auend! with illebTudittee
Tram "End st *.
Omsk 2 packages of from
broadi aoserding is indium
Drabs.
Serve with sonse made from
1 can of trews arum d shrimp
soup, % cop mud 44 cup
chive aim deism
Best sop slowly, with
stirring Ell nudist AIM cream
cheese ausd 2 temps= of lemon
teice. then peer ever cooked
. .
hroccolL
—Iles. John nett
Compelled Tepid* bled
1 cup cabbage
2-3 (two.thirds) cup carrots
1 gm PIPPIN
1 ilkditils popper
gaud min
2
intim
gelatin
% cup sift
1 padel=t lama jello
2 mos water
tempeent
234 tablaspedia vinegar
2 tablespoon. sayer
% cop Inarinalse
Bun vegeteldse through hod
chopper and thee measure. Mkt
vegetable.. Mix pie* Is cold
water and dissolve over lees:
add vinegar, sugar, salt, may-
onnaise and melted gelatin to
vbristgables. Dissein Jello inwater and paw small
amount in mold and 1st cJ.
Add red of Mb to
mix and pour in mold and chill
until firm.
—mrs. Off Rose
Maui
cupt=liseariched self-
rising flour
3 tablemposne sugar
% CUP chewed dates
$6.30
— $z2
— 12z15
— 12 x 11
— 12 it 24
— 15 x 18
— 11 it 22
A - ALL NYLON PILO — Asim4W,
thiatiegifitht WiWbdedio
tured hops. Beige, brown, goid. sae
taw esethinations.
1 Idaginoa .graled amide
1 egg, balm -
1 cog 4011
3 WINP•8113 MOM
11111
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sale I ago sow. 1111r elil
thesopr hiIllesolvet nen add
4 cups water and % teaspoon
sok ape WI for minutes. Cal
the sy eand add a) ft 2
orange and % cop leases
judos. la adrigeraisr trays .
or his cream framer.
Before serving, pour a tee
eposetel of not enr esch
Imm the. Isp with woad
mesas.
There are more than 250
kinds of cotton cloth and
more than a thousand dif-
ferent finishes.
Per
Square Yazd
 $ 75.00
$128.00
$15110
E201.60
 
E189.00
E1114.90
WE HAVE HUNDREDS OF DINETTE SETS — JUNIOR OMNI 1111011PINOS
and IMPRESSIVE DINING ROOM GROUPS ... ALL ARE men VALVES!
1mm". HERE'S AN EARLY
AMERICAN GROUP
IN SALEM MAPLE
Perfect for the smaller
room, although the grace-
ful table seats six. Stain. 
prooftop.
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KAP
IKOCREIPT - Two-bedroom apart-
up10, downstairs, located on Pearl
across from Carr SchooL
"le with children over tea
at age preferred or elderly
. Jamas T. Johnson, natter.
,night 471-3890.
4.;•
MAKE IT A FESTIVAL CHRIST-
. . give inexpensive Christ-
met gifts with home-town pride . .
you may get a set of four coasters
with the Banana Festival design,for just 50 cents set . . . get them
at. the Fulton News office. They're
made of rubber-like plastic and
make a good conversation item.
You need 'em, everybody needs
'era'
Wheel kligmnerd
Balancing
Mochank en Duty am
7 Days a Week
WE GUARANTEE OUR WOR
If Ws Net Right . . .
Well Do It Again Frost
W. C. DANONS DX
SERVICE STATION
45-51 By-pass — Highlands
Used Cars
Trucks
65 (2) CHEVROLET Super
sport; 389 HP, 4-sposed,
RAN $2595
45 PLYMOUTH Sped Peery, 4-
speed 12295
64 CHEVROLET Impala •
deer hardtop; ni soleisse,
straight shift, rah $1555
64 BUICK LeSabre Ps and Pb;
air, 4-deer hardtop UM.*
CHEVROLET pickup,
wheelbooe, wide bed flan
64 OLDSMOSILE, 4-door, Ps,
Pb, air . $229518
64 CHEVROLET Ideor sedan;
V-8, straight shift $1595.18
64 CHEVROLET Impala Cab.
verelble $1995.
64 CHEVROLET trey', straight
shift; local car $1695.811
63 (2) CHEVROLET Impels 2-
deer hardtop; yrs.
ss CHEVROLET woven, Pe,
Pb, air; _ ... $111,5.111
63 CHEVROLET . PICKUP,
long, wide bed $115S-
63 CORVA1R 2-deer Monza,
 $1195.
62 CHEVROLET 2-deer ha
top V-8; straight drive
$1395.
61 BUICK special, 4-deer, V-11
automatise. $995
61 CHEVROLET 4-deer hard-
top; S cyl; automatic $1595
61 CHEVROLET BelAir, 4-deer
6, Straight Shift, extra low
mileage, sharp; $1195.
56 CHEVROLET 24en truck
 5595.
We have a revolving invento
of from 30 to 40 cars and truck
all the time.
TAYLOR
ev.-Buick. Inc.
Used Car lot 4724311 Fulton
Main office 472-9W
Ellis Heitikett — Aubrey Tay
kw — Larry Seay; Dan and
Dwain Taylor
FOR SALE —62 Olds. Tan 4-door
sedan, new tires, power brakes
and steering. Low mileage, one
owner. Ken-Tenn Auto Sales.
Phone Fulton 479-1921.
WANTED TO BUY: Ear corn or
shelled corn. Market prices paid.
Southern States Co-Operative, Ful-
ton.
BANANA TOTE BAG is handy
anytime . . . makes a wonderful
gift and keeps the Festival advls-
Used all year round . . . buy one
for yourself, give others as gifts
. . . selling at cost • . . just seven-
ty-five cents each. . . in quantities
or two or more, seventy cents each.
CHRISTMAS LETTERS — Your
message and your family photo-
graph printed Immediately. Drop a
post card to Addle, Box N, Union
City, or call 885-3570.
We sell and Install
Storm Windows and
Car Ports
BROKEN GLASS
replaced
VENETIAN =we
SIMONS PAINT &
WALLPAPER STORE
D1214794724 'Fulton
NOTICE
I have moved m7 °glee
to the bliddifig formerly
3ccupied by the pat*na
FeStrial HeadqUarters at
201 Commercial Avenue.
Col. C. W. BURROW
Real Estate Broker
 •
64 FALCON 2-deer
63 FORD pickup, 15,11115 miles
U CHEVROLET Impala Hard-
top
63 FORD GALAXIIII V-8, mote-
1 naatk
U CHEVROLET Bei Air
62 FAIRLANI 598, 6-cyl;
straight shift
62 FORD °Maxi* sedan; v-s.
automatic
62 FORD Galoxio ceswertibie
ns, Wick
61 CHEVROLET 4-deser
61 CHEVROLET Wen, Sa-
ab 8; automatic
61 FORD II-passenger wagon,
pew
61 (4) FORD Galaxies
di CHEVROLET 4-doer
99 BUICK hardtop; automatic
$9 CHEVROLET convertible,
V-11; stick
* FORD statism %vegan
59 PLYMOUTH
58 CHEVROLET Sedan
58 LINCOLN—air and power
58 CHEVROLET Steffen Worm
58 PONTIAC hardtop
57 OLDSMOBILE
57 GMC 2-fen truck; 1S-foot bed
56 DODGE wagon
56 CADILLAC
53 NASH; WM WW1
— 24 OLDER CARS—
IrilIDEll
MI SUES
MAW Highway
Talks Passe 472-1821
WORTH THE MONEY!
We have about 25 on hand and we trade daily
We also buy used oars. Corn... us, we appreciate
your business.
WILSON MOTORS
Now Moved Nark To Our Old Location
Phone 4724382 ITS 45-51 -P4 jjasessea Nesseorthell
larlwoomPrip•—•—Nom000lop
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN
WANTED: Responsible party to
take over low monthly payments
on a spinet piano. Can be seen lo-
cally. Write Credit Manager, P. 0.
Box 215, Shelbyville, Indiana. •
PAirrago? Redecorating? For all
your !Ugliest quality paint products
go to Sherwin-Williams Feint Com-
pany, 114 Lake Street.
ANY LITTLE BOY OR GIRL
WOULD LOVE TO HAVE a nice
souvenir green, felt Banana Festi-
val hat under the tree to make it
a Festival Christmas . . hat with
banana button (One of the bunch)
on it 81.25 . . . without button, just
$1.00. Buy one for your kiddies,
send some away as gifts. The kids
will love 'em. The button is 25
cents.
WILED GIFT IDEA/3? Shop at the
Park Terrace Gift Shop tor a
Unlike& variety, sere to please!
COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
for promotions, ailli•ertising- and
special events. ADELLE, Union
City, phone 885-3570.
DEFORM YOU 'BUY a shallow
well pump. see Fulton Hardware de
Furnibire Company, whore prices
start at gra*.
WE ARE IN A STATE OF EMER-
GENCY Due to hundreds of in-
quiries for the FAMOUS KEN-
TUCKY STATE HOSPITAL k
LIFE PLA24S, we are in dire need
of at least fair representatives for
Fulton and Graves counties. We al-
ways have plenty at leads each
month. If you are 21 years of age
or over and wish to make 2100 per
week or more, guaranteed while in
training, call or write
STATE INSURANCE COMPANY
07 KENTUCKY
1131 Triplett Street
Owensboro, Kentucky
Phone 884-4403
Award At Last
For Bob Rope--
HOLLYWOOD — Bob
Hope, who never has wee an
acting Oscar, got an Oscar of
sorts Sunday from actors.
President Charlton Heston
- the tioreen.Acton Guilders.'
embed the comic with the
Guild's first annual award
"for outstanding achievement
in fostering the finest Ideals
at the acting prolusion."
The award is an onyx and
brans' version of the ancient
Grecian masks of comedy and
tragedy.
Meanwhile, military °M-
etals to Bangkok said Hope will
visit flatland and Viet Nam
next mama to entertain U.S.
troops during Christmas.
Mal 471-1851 Opsuird
 a oreowiloweemowneariek
Entertain With Ease
Graceful, sophisticated and
quietly elegant, condominium
apartment homes rise above
the city's hustle and bustle in
towers of glistening glass and
solid steel.
Entertaining in an apart-
ment home can sometimes be
a problem — especially if
there is a minimum amount of
counter space on which to put
the dishes after dinner. The
first high-rise condominium
apartment building in Chicago,
called simply 339 Barry,
solved this problem by install-
ing smart, new 1CitchenAid au-
tomatic dishwashers.
With an automatic dish-
washer, the hostess can quickly
remove the soiled dishes from
the dinner table and load them
immediately into the dish-
washer. There's no need to
hand rinse either! Then, while
she's enjoying the remainder of
the evening with her guests
and family, the dishwasher
does all the work of washing
and drying.
Take a tip from condo-
minium apartment owners and
make entertaining a pleasure
instead of a chore. There's
more time for living with a
ICitcheriAid dishwasher.
FREE FURNACE INSPECTION
By TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS
FURNACE SERVICE, REPAIRS — GAS. OIL, COAL
Free estimate on cost of installing a now Lennox Gee
Furnace, Air Conditioner, All Electric Heat-Pump-Electrie
Furnaces.
CALL COLLECT
SMALLMAN SHEET METAL
FULTON. PHONE 4724912
230,000 More Travel
NEW YORIfe-411tme ems 2.2
million Amiskieffe went over-
seas In 11/4—ama nom More
than the year Wan and twice
the number of visitors to the
United States.
BAR-B-G
PORK
and
MUTTON
WORK
1111:1COBT L
or a Grateful
Thanksgiving
Since the first Thanks-
giving ...it's traditional
to say, "Thank you."
We are grateful to all
our customers.
aammommealimmin
We Special:a In Service"
* Greasing • Oil Chomped
• Muffler and Tail Pipe Service
• Let Us Balance Your Tires
Clyde Fields Service Sta.
In she Heart of Down Town 'soften
For The
BEST
and
CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at
EXCHANGE.
Furniture Company
12 Reasons Why More And
More People Buy GE TV
Ow COLOR
TVI
211 64113""liiP
(After Trade)
$23.25 pa nundi
General Electric's More Important
Television Firsts
1928 First Home TV Receiver Demonstrated.
1940 First Demonstation of G-E Color Television.
1946 First Aluminized Picture Tube.
1952 First Dip-Solder Method of TV Chassis Assembly.
1962 First Use of Compadron Multi-Function Receiv-
ing Tubes in TV.
1962 First Truly Lightweight (22 pounds) 16" Port-
able TV.
1963 First U.S. Transistorized UHF Tuner.
1963 First 11" Ultra-Lightweight (12 pounds) Per-
sonal Portable TV.
1964 First U.S. Transistorized 13-Position, UHF Tuner.
1964 First U.S. 9" All-Channel Transistorized Port-
able TV.
Today — G-E Color TV in Stock for Immediate Delivery
(as low as $249.95)
Come in Today!
FULTON HARDWARE & FUME= CD
208 LAZE STREET
4 sillevA
MOM 472-1101
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U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
CUT UP
FRYERS
LB 29(
COFFEE
AND
DO-NUTS
FRIDAY
& SATURDAY
CHILDREN MUST BE WITH
THEIR PARENTS,
FROZEN
FRENCH
FRIED
S NEW CROPAGE SHELLED
LICED BACON 1B 59( BARBECUE
We will be closed all day Thursday,
Nov. 25, 1965 for Thanksgiving.
Want to find EXTRA money in your food
budget and EXTRA tins* in your shopping?
You will HERE! You'll save time the min-
ute you enter our spacious parking lot
whore there's ALWAYS room for your car.
Inside, you'll SAVE money on the HUN-
DREDS of low prices you'll find on all your
favorite foods! And when you're reedy to
leave, our checkout is SWIFT and cour-
teous! All this makes shopping at E. W.
JAMES it SON'S for SAVING — coming,
going and INBETWEENI
CHICKEN PARTS
BREAST La. 590
LEGS & THIGHS La. 490
WINGS La. 330
G1SSARDS La. 330
LIVERS 
BACKS LLBa..113: pFCAN
DELICIOUS TASTING PR irOF
RK RIBS "A"'"'"LB- 59( gilICKENS
(F LIVER LB. 49(
ICE MILK 77149 1.00
PIES
PIMENTO CHEESE
HAM SALAD
SPAGHETTI
BAKED HAM
CHEESE CAKE
BAKED BEANS
PIE CRUST
FROM OUR KITCHEN
CROMR MADE) EACH 99C
45c
45c
53c
$ 1.49
49'
1141 49'
39c
ARsNips CELLO BAG BAG
ME MADE
LB. 9 TO
A NEW ITEM FROM CAI4UP
OUR KITCHEN 
s ALL OTHER i•milika
GOOD TASTINGE DOZEN CARTONS
BARBECUE 
1 K Le.$11" This ad good from Friday, No,. 26th Aro Wedaesday, Dec. 1.
5 Big Days To Do Your Shopping. 
5 BIG DAY TO DO YOUR SHOPPING.
puicHEs NO. 2 1/2 Size Can
STOKELY'S
200z.
Folger's or Maxwell House
SORGHUM PURE 4 LBS. $129 COFFEE
3 BAGS S
LB.894
4 "R SI
$1
TIDE
REGULAR
SIZE BOX
BOX
With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,
Excluding Tobacco & Milk Products.
Plus '
Quality
4 
Stamps
$ N $$
$
„.$
7$
$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$555$$$$55$$$$$$$$$$$$$
SS$S$S55SSMS$S$SSUSIOSS$SSSS$S$SSUSSS
$ We're G iv 
iWASHING 
moneyAwinlys- f
one cla med Way ticket for the
$150bonus last.wkThis week's
$
Each time you vistt.uur store you
will receive (without obligations)
A FREE TICK it in the
box...Drawing wilt be held each
Saturday at 6 p.m. Winning number
will be posted in the store (mitst be
claimed by Tues.1
xS$
 $
STISSUEsPOWDER
1
S
$
$
DE LSEY
BA HROO M
$ PLUS2 ROLLS QUALITYSTAMPS
With An "Minn° 
$5.00
 Purctann'
Excluding Tobacco & Milk Products.
.,
REDExtraGRApEs
OS
Fancy
LB.
..,..
I
TURNIPS
Home Grown
 
 
 
LB. 54
FLORIDA
ORANGES
SWEET & JUICY
5 LBS. 294
29( APPLES
PORTRAIT SPECIAL
An 11 x 14 Bust Portrait for 97i
Plus 500 Haedling Charge
ALL AGES PHOTOGRAPHED —3 MONTHS TO 99 YEARS
Unlit One Special Per Subject — Two Per Family — Grows $2.00
Each Extra Fem..
PHOTOGRAPHS BY THOMPSON OF MADISON
E. W. JAMES & SONS
iUESDAY, NOV. 31 and Wednesday, Dec.
HOURS: 11 Noon To 7 P. M.
In South Fulton,
Tennessee
CALAUO
GALLON
MAPLE
LEA„41C1:.C113:GAII 2c CLUSTER RNT AISINS 12 OZ. PKG.39( APPLE CIDER 89c
BUTTER LB. 73( Molig.mallow Creme4F0R$1 !of.zEF GLAZED LTICES 24 GZ SC
OLEOiED 12 co. 
L.$1.00 §Mek.,J.ELLY 3 FOR $1 GOLD INN 49cAMER.KRAAJ
CHEESE 49( Chocolate Syrup 59( Pineapple 2 1 Juice S lz  3 r ° R 8 9 C
ANPIZZA cHEr.17.3„,._DEE 59( AFRO WAX 1/2 GALLON $1.49 Bartlelt Pears  39(EACH
STATE-LINE ROAD -- SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
WITH EACH MORTON COFFEE CAKE
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